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University handed $1.4 million cut
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Edilor in Chief

The Kentucky Council on Higher Education
asked Murray State University to cut
$1 ,433,200 from its $40,266,800 budget at its
meeting Monday.
In response to Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
budget-cut request, each of the eight Kentucky
universities and 14 community colleges were
allotted specific dollar amounts to cut from
their budgets.
Amounts cut from (lther four-year institutions range from $11.7 million for the University of Kentucky to $700,000 for Kentucky State
University.
All cuts follow the same formula that the
council uses to appropriate money to each insitution, resulting in various-sized cuts for each
university.
President Ronald J . Kurth said that how
these cuts will specifically affect each facet of
the University is still being established.
"There has been a lot of hard work going on,
but we were just informed of our cuts (Monday)," he said.
Paul Bylaska, director of the University
budget office, said throughout the cutbacks officials will still concentrate on preserving the
academic mission of the University.
Kurth said he plans to stick to the original
timeline for dealing with the decrements.
"All subordinate officers of the University
are to get their plans and alternatives for cop·
ing to the vice presidents before Nov. 8," he
<Said, "which they will study until Nov 12 and
present the alternatives to me so I can make a
choice and carry my recommendation to the
Board of Regents on Nov. 16."

MSU tuition to see increase
By MELANIE BUCKUN
Editor In Chief

The Kentucky Council on Higher Education
set tuition for the next two years at its Monday meeting, raising Murray State University's tuition from $650 a semester to $670
next fall and $700 in 1993-94.
All four-year Kentucky colleges received
modest increases ranging from 3 percent to 5
percent each year.
The tuition figures do not include the student activity fee and other fees students incur
each semester. These fees are traditionally approved by the Board of Regents, which is
scheduled to consider them at its meeting next
week. President Ronald J. Kurth said,

however, that the board may postpone that action until ita December meeting.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and records,
was UDavailable for comment.
The council approved that tuition at Ken·
tucky State Univemty, Weetern Kentucky
Univenity, Eastern Kentucky University and
Morehead State University be the same as
Murray's.
Inc:reuee at the University of Kentucky and
the University of Louisville were higher, raising tuition at both from $810 a semester to
$840 next fall.
Tuition at the community colleges will rise
from the current $340 a semester to $350 in
1992-93 and to $360 in 1993-94.

In a meeting Tuesday with the Faculty
Senate, Kurth said the administration approached the cuts with this method in order to
"go as low down into our structure to get recommendations for possible four percent and seven
percent decrements."
Kurth said, however, that action at Monday's
meeting has added another step to that
timeline, possibly altering it a bit.
In planning to also establish budget cuts for
the next two years, the council passed a motion
made by Kevin Hable requiring each university pres ident to prepare a report on four dif.
ferent budget·cut scenarios and how the losses
would affect higher education. The reports are

also due today in order to be presented to the
legislature before the end of the month.
The four scenarios are as follows:
• that higher education will receive $31.6
million in new money, an amount equal to the
cut this year, in 1992-93, the first year of the
biennium, and no increase in 1993-94, the second year;
• that higher education will receive approximately $40 million in "basic needs" new
dollars for each year of the next biennium
(basic needs being defined as fixed costs, 5 percent raises for personnel and Kenutcky Education Reform needs);
• that higher education will receive approx-

imately $65 million in additional funding for
each year of the biennium, which would move
funding to 88 percent of the formula by
1993-94;
• and that higher education will receive approximately $75 million in additional funding
for each year of the biennium, which would
achieve 90 percent formula funding.
· This unprecendented move of spelling out the
consequences of doing without funding raised
many questions from the university presidents.
They worried that telling the legislature
what they could do without would limit their
appropriations in the next two years.
Hable and other council members contended,
however, that the reports would show the
legislature how much would be lost in the
higher education system if appropriate funds
are not awarded in the future.
Kurth said he does not feel that presenting
proposals for different percentages of formula
funding is the best approach to showing higher
education's importance.
"I don't think it is in the best interests of the
University to offer a menu of cuts," he said.
··we have to be advocates of our interests."
Dr. Jack Rose, member of the Council on
Higher Education and superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, said he voted in
favor of Hable's motion because Hable was Gov.
Wilkinson's budget director and he "thought
(Hable) had a good handle on the budget
process."
But, Rose said, Hable's approach could work
against higher education.
Please see BUDGET

.
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Grade appeal policy set
By PATRICIA CASH
Assistant News Editor

Student concerns about the difficulties incurred by separate grade
appeal policies for each department
on campus may soon be alleviated.
Academic Council recently voted
to accept a new University grade appeal policy that all departments
must abide by and that will speed up
the process, said Nancey France,
chairman of the graduate studies
committee of Academic Council.
"The issue was raised last year by
students who wanted one policy and
not different ones for every department," she said. "We assigned a
committee to look at the different
departments and then report back
their findings."
The new procedure has clear-cut
steps in the process of appealing a

''A good point of
the new policy is
that students have
until 20 days into
the next semester
to file an appeal.''
Nancey France

Academic Council

grade in a class.
First, the student goes to the
teacher from which he received the
grade. If no agreement can be reach·
ed, the student then goes to the
chairman ofthat department. If still

no agreement is reached, the student may then approach the dean of
the college.
If after discussing the problem
with the dean an agreement cannot
be reached, the student files an official grievance with the University,
France said.
The grievance is turned in to the
provost's office and is then forwarded to the Academic Appeals Board.
After receiving the complaint, the
board sets up a meeting of those involved. The student can bring his adviser, but no legal counsel is
necessary, France said.
After the meeting, the board
makes its recommendation to the
provost, who makes the ultimate
Please see APPEALS
Back Page

Day care needs studied;
voucher system explored
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writer

Murray State University is searching for ways to alleviate the problem of day care for students, faculty
and staff who are parents.
Viola Miller, dean of the Center
for Continuing Education, said the
University is exploring a number of
different options.
"We are working on a voucher
system where the University will be
involved in the payment plan for day
care," Miller said. "The student or
faculty member would be able to pay
for child care through the Universi-

ty through means of payroll deduction,'' she said.
The burden on the accounting
department, however, would be
tremendous if the University
adopted that plan, she said.
Miller said at this point the
University has not decided on a
direction to take.
"Murray State is actively ~eeking
sOlutions to this problem," she said.
One of the main concerns is to find
partial solutions to the problem by
helping students with night classes
find a place for their children during
class time, Miller said.

SPRING SCHEDULING.~--...------~
Monday

Nov. 11

Tuesday•

Nov. 12

Wednesday

Nov. 13

Thursday

Nov. 14

Friday

Nov. 15

seniors
8 a.m. · 1 p.m.
juniors (A-K)
1 p.m.· 6 p.m.
juniors (L-Z)
8 a.m.- 1 p.m.
sophomores (A-K) 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
sophomores (L-Z} 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
freshmen (M-R) 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
freshmen (A-L)
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
freshmen (S-Z)
1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
all classes
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

"This is a burden for the parent,
other students in the class, as well
as the professor," she said.
Glen Miller, chairman of the SGA
committee for non-traditional and
commuter students, said tentative
plans have been set to make a place
available for non-traditional and
commuter students to leave their
children during night classes.
"There is a good possibility that
such a place would be open next
semester," he said.
"We're doing everything we can to
meet the needs of non-traditional
and commuter students," he said.

Photo by CHERI STUART

SPARE ME
Lori Thomas, a junior elementary education major from Frankfort, bowls for
the Alpha Delta PI team In the taping of Bowling for Dollars for the Alpha Epsilon Rho auction. The auction will air on MSU TV-11 Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday from 7:30 to 10 p.m.
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Parking changes
Parking has been a controversial issue since
the birth of the automobile.
At Murray State University, students face conflicts over a lack of spaces, the colors of zones
and the prices of permits almost on a daily
basis.
This week The Murray State News discusses
students' concerns about the system at MSU.
Also inside are upcoming changes in the sys·
tem that will affect students, faculty and staff.
Storlea on Page 5

Harvest season

Index

The American humanics department
Is conducting its annual Project Harvest food drive.
All students, faculty and staff are
asked to make donations of canned
food at any of the boxes located in
different departments across campus
during office hours.
Project Harvest benefits Need Line
of Murray and Calloway County as well
as Murray State University students.
For more information about how to
donate goods or time, please contact
the American humanics department by
phoning 762-3808.
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Cable may be regulated
Rate increases could accompany passage of bill
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Writer

Within the next few weeks or
months, cable television could
undergo a nationwide change.
If Congress passes Senate Bill
12 and it becomes a law, the
cable television industry will be
back under government regulation for the ftrst time since
December 1986, when the ftnal
elements of the 1984 cable bill
that deregulated cable went in·
to effect.
Both supporters and opponents of the bill are making
their cases known.
The National Cable Television Association (NCTA) is
against l'ereguation, and it is
particularly opposed to a provision of the bill that would allow
TV stations to charge cable
systems for retransmitting the
broadcasters' signals or to seek
other compensation, such as
free program promotion on
cable channels.
The NCTA claims the bill
would force an increase of as
much as 20 percent in cable
bills because cable systems
would pass the new fee on to
subscribers.
Gene Kimmelman,
legislative director of the Consumer Federation of America,
told TV Guide that the NCTA
claim distracts from another
issue and that this legislation
would push cable rates down.

Cable Reregulation at a Glance
elf enacted, the bill will cause the cable television industry to be regulated by the federal government.
•cable has been deregulated since 1986.
• National Cable Television Association is opposed to
regulation.
• NCTA said the bill would force an increase of 20
percent in cable bills and would cause cable systems to charge customers more.
•cable rates increased 61 percent in April following
full deregulation.
Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN
Rick Orr, regional marketing
''This (claim) by the cable industry is an attempt to distract manager of Murray Cablevithe public from the real issue: sion, said price increases in
price gouging by the cable Murray have had more to do
operators themselves," Kim - with Lhe costs of dereguation
than with price gouging.
melman said.
"This legislation is designed
"As we were deregulated, it
to drive rates down, protecting (cable) became a local
consumers against . . . ex- business," Orr said. "Expenses
cessive price increases and went up and we charged what
discrimination against poten- we fell the product was worth."
tial competition," he said.
He said a second cable comKimmelman also said cable pany in Murray could affect
companies would probably rateA, but such a oituation is
raise rates if the bill 'cloes not unlikely in a city Murray's size.
become law.
"Competition would rearA government study done last range the marketplace, but I
summer showed that the most don't think it will happen,'' Orr
popular basic cable rates had said. "Cable is a capital intenskyrocketed by 61 percent from sive business. It costR $10,000
when cable was fully for 1 mile of cable plant, and we
deregulated to last April.
have 97 miles of cnble. That

does not include such other expenses as a tower, tower site
and copyright fees for the stations we carry."
Orr said if the section of the
bill concerning local sign_a ls
makes it into the fmal version
and it becomes law, he may
have to choose which of the network affiliates to keep.
"If that part of S. 12 makes it
into law, we may just keep one
of each of the network affiliates
if the only difference is in the
local news," he said.
Orr said he thinks President
George Bush will veto Senate
Bill 12 because he does not
believe in government interference in big business.
Students have their own likes
and dislikes of cable.
Rockwell Harris, a freshman
environmental engineering major from Carbondale, Ill., said
he likes the service but would
like to see some changes.
Harris said be would prefer a
month ly plan, like ones
available at other schools, to
the start-of-the-semester billing
plan Murray Cablevision has
for Murray State students.
"I have a friend who goes to
SEMO. They only pay $18 a
month," he said. "It's too high
here."
Harris said he also wants the
location of the cable receptor in
the rooms changed but added
that might not be possible.
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Unsupervised children must leave
MSU's Curris Center after 6 p.m.
By STEPHANIE LUSH
Staff Writer

The Curris Center has changthe times that middle school
and high school students can be
in the building without supervision because of an increase in
vandalism in the building.
~d

Jim Baurer, director of the
Curris Center, said the young
people can be in the building
until 6 p.m. but will be asked to
leave after that time if they are
unsupervised.

"An announcement is made
at 6, and if they do not leave
then the night manager will
ask them to leave," he said. "If
the children are real young, we
will have them call. their
parents to come pick them up."
The new rule is a result of an
increase in vandalism anct
liability over the past threE!
years. Baurer said some
parents drop their children off
at the Curris Center because
they believe it is a safe environment for them.

"These kids hang out in
groups, and they tend t.o do a lot
of things like vandalism that
they wouldn't normally do if
fbey were alone," he said. "We
cannot be a babysitting service
to these children."
The Curris Center advisory
board, which is made up of
faculty, students, alumni and
staff, discussed the rule and
voted to change the time limit
from 8 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Calloway Coun~y Middle
School students Jason Farmer

Sunset Boulevard Music
DIXIELAND CENTER N0.7- CHESTNUT STREET
753-0113

Behind Papa John's Pizza

$1 Off Any C.•••H• Tape • $2 Off Any Compact Disc
REG. PRICE

REG. PRICE

Expires 11-22-91
YOUR ////bLPN!+ ~~.
CAR STEREO SPECIALIST- CUSTOM INSTAUATION

BEST OF LUCK TO OUR BR<YrHERS
COMPETING FOR MR. MSU:

Panhellenic
like to
reJJtind all involved that
ALL GREEK ASSEMBLY
willbeheld
Wednesday, Nov. 13
at7p.m.
in
LDvett Auditorium

COUPON!

A Pull IJne ot Paint, Lumber, and CODc:rete Blocb
for Those CUstom Shelf Uni1sl

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS
• Excluded: Sales Items, Cosh and Carry,
and Special Orders
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
759-1390

Store lloura:

llonday-Frlclay ?:30 ...... • 1 ,...
Saturday I LIR. • 4 p.m.
Iunday 1 p.m. • ·s p.a

COUPON!

and Ben Harris said they don't
mind the rUle so long as it does
not interfere with their
activities.
•
"We like to ·skateboard outside the Curris Center and
watch TV in the Curris
Center," Farmer said. "The
time never usually interferes
with our plans."
Harris said the new rule
doesn't bother him too much
because he plans around it.
"The rule was made, and we
have to follow it," he said.
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HOURS:
Monday thra Thunctay
Frlday a: Saturday
SuDday

11 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.
11 a.m. - 1:30 a.m.
Noon - 11:30 p.m.
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MSU program is linking classrooms
geology, English, nursing; political science, office
systems, administration and speech and theater.
Staff Writer
"In the past courses were also offered in ac. Thanks to the latest technology, Murray State
and many other universities are offering courses counting and industrial education and
at regional community colleges through interac- technology," Hart said.
tive television to help students who do not live
"We can really offer a little bit of everything.
near a four-year college.
The courses being offered now do not reflect what
This is the second year MSU has offered such can be offered, but what we have offered ... right
courses, with television classrooms in Murray, now we are just meeting outside needs," he said.
Paducah, Madisonville, Fulton and Hickman as
Harold Kuhn, assistant professor of political
well as one under construction in Hopkinsville.
science, criminal justice and legal studies,
John Hart, coordinator of the interactive TV teaches an interactive TV class on Tuesdays and
coUI'ses, said the University is also working on Thursdays with 28 students at the main MSU
expanding links to other community col)eges and campus classroom and five at the Paducah site.
pome public schools.
"I like teaching this way," Kuhn said,
"If the public schools use it they can share "because it permits me to reach students I othertclasses and instructors," Hart said, "and offer wise couldn't."
~ourses not offered in all public schools."
He said his only concern is making students
He said the same is true in many community feel like a unit.
"I think it all depends on how well the pro·
alleges.
"Not all of these courses could be offered off fessor makes students feel like they are part of
campus in a traditional way because of low one class," he said.
enrollment. With the interactive TV. a course
"I can't see features on the TV monitor, so if
can be offered to only one student if he wants it," the people aren't understanding I don't get those
visual cues. I have to assume if the information
Hart said.
The interactive courses being offered at MSU goes across clearly here it will go across in
this semester include ones in journalism. Paducah," Kuhn said.

By LORI SHAIN

POLICE BEAT
Nov. 2
7:34 p.m.- A Hester Hall resident adviser reported two
males writing on cars with toothpaste and shaving cream.
Nov.·a
2:54 a.m. -A Clark Hall security guard reported a resident
who had brought a horse into the residence hall.
2:58 a.m. - Public safety found the resident who had
brought the horse into the building and told the resident that
he would have to go back and clean up the mess the horse had
made.
,
1

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
April Dumanski, reporter, from materials available to the
public from the public safety department.

Photo by JOHN BERNING
Ginny Richerson, asSociate professor of office systems and buslneaa education, demonstrates
teaching with Interactive television during OSY 615 class.

Nursing program earns high marks
maximum number of years of
accreditation. For the bachelor
of science in nursing, the maximum length of accreditation is
eight years. The master of
science in nursing, will be accredited for five years, she said.

found to be favorable, Nygaard members were involved in a
detailed substudy report of the
said.
She said the accreditation bachelor's and master's degree
team was "very impressed with programs, Nygaard said.
our facilities, course delivery
Nursing students were inand the quality of our program,
volved,
as well.
especially given the rural
Site visitors attended classes
The accreditation team nature of our setting and the
researched several areas of the distance we travel for course and clinical lab experiences.
department: faculty, students, and clinical experiences of
"The students demonstrated
resources for students, policies students."
a thorough knowledge of the
of the University, curriculum
The nursing department program," Nygaard said, ''and
and continuous evaluation of prepared for the accreditation did a marvelous job in representhe program. All areas were for two years. All faculty ting the department."

By RAE ANNE KLOSS
Reporter

The nursing department
earned a mark of distinction
from the National League for
Nursing (NLNl after its accreditation process in October.
''The outcome was excellent,"
said Nancy Nygaard, chairman
of the nursing department.
''They really liked what we
were doing.''
The NLN recommended that
the department receive the
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ABOUT YOUR HEALTH
The professional staff at Student Health Services includes a certified
Medical Technologist who operates our cl1nical laboratory. We scr een
for a variety of infections from head to toe (lice to at~Vete's foot). Free,
confidential testing for sexually transmitted diseases or pregnancy is
available. Student Health Services is located at the north end of Wells
Hall on the first floor. Call us or come by 1f you have questions. We are
open every weekday morning from 8 a.m. to 11:30 a. m. and Monday,
Tuesday, Thurs day, and Friday from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Currls Center Theater
Nov.13

s:so p.m. an seats $1

7 p.m. &: 9:30p.m. $1.50 with MSU m
$2.50 without MSU ID
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

. :

University needs
a day care policy

If it is true that children take after their parents,
, , then America's next generation will not be any better educated than the one that preceded it. And
· much of the problem could stem from the lack of day
care facilities provided by universities and
employers.
While Murray State has been struggling with the
idea of providing day care for its non-traditional
students, it has been hit in the face with formalities
and economics. Without the right amount of money,
licenses to operate a day care cannot be bought.
Without a license, day care cannot be provided.
Without day care, many prospective students cannot learn.
Today, many employers are requiring a college
degree for employment and advancement. Without
day care facilities, it is not only difficult to get the
education but also impossible to get the job.
Many politicians, such as · Governor-elect
Brereton Jones, say they are striving for a kinder,
gentler nation. They offer universal health care as
a platform to gain support. If they really want support, they must realize that health care falls not only within the realm of the ill but also within the
realm of the general welfare of all people.
Education and day care are part of that general
welfare. Only by providing opportunities can we
overcome the obstacles of yesterday to move toward
a better tomorrow.
We realize Murray State, through Student
Government Association, is making an effort. In an
age of budget cuts to higher education, however, the
effort does not need to come from the school but
from the politicians. Let's hope they see the need for
all to succeed and remove the economic barriers
that prevent day care from being offered.

·: Schedule should
: precede packet
I

As students go through college, they pick up skills
that allow them to succeed in life - balancing a
checkbook, making decisions about the future, extrasensory perception.
Most students do not pick up the latter until their
senior year, when they fill out their graduation
packets.
Getting straight to the point, how can a student
fill out his graduation packet, which was due Nov.
1, when the spring schedule of classes comes out
after the due date.
Read into this what you will, but it does not take a
psychic to see that the schedule may need to come
out a little earlier.

Murray State News
111 Willon Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Like mother, like daughter proves true
You know the old cliche: Like
mother, like daughter. For
some it is true. Some girls begin
to imitate their mothers from
the time they begin walking. I,
on the other hand, always tried
to become my own person
without taking on my mother's
personality.
Now don't get me wrong; I
love my mother, and think she
did a great job rearing me and
my two sisters. I never wanted
to be better than she was, just
different - my own person.
Until the other day, I thought
I had been successful in
avoiding the inevitable .
Destiny had other plans,
however. I don't know when or
how it happened, but suddenly I
have become my mother.
It hasn't been a drastic event,
but I have noticed little
changes.
I would always wince
everytime she said, "Do you
have to do everything
everybody else does? Would you
jump off a bridge if your friends
did?" I swore I would never say
such things to my children.
Yet there I was lecturing my
little sister, and what came out
of my mouth were not my words

things go wrong I get complete·
ly stressed out.
I, too, worry about seemingly
trivial matters. I would worry if
someone was offended by what I
said or if I had sounded stupid
when I made a speech in public.
but my mother's. The metamorphosis had begun.
Now I find myself doing
things that I thought only Mom
would do.
Every Sunday morning she
would sit at the table happily
clipping coupons from the
newspaper. What a silly waste
of time, I thought. I will never
do that, I thought. Now only a
short time later, I grab my
envelope full of coupons and
head for the nearest Kroger.
Mom seemed to have this
paranoia about winter weather
that I found absurd. Now at the
first signs of frost, I bring out
the gloves, hats, scarves, ear·
muffs and anything else I feel is
necessary for survival.
While I've always seemed to
have Dad's temperament, I
have suddenly learned that I
think like Mom. I want my life
planned and in order, and when

Some of the things I have inherited from Mom have been
helpful, and for these I am
thankful, such as learning to
make a list of things I have to
do and being able to talk to people in difficult situations.
There are, unfortunately,
other qualities she has that
hap.pened to skip my generation, such as her dislike for
browsing from mall to mall and
her knack for turning almost
anything into a great
homemade meal.
Mom always said while I live
under her roof I would do things
her way and when I had my
own home, husband and
children, I could do things my
way. The fact is, my way will
most likely be her way.
Becoming like Mom is not life
shattering. After all, she must
have done a great job for me to
be here today.
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From what I have seen,
On a recent Monday, I had 10
students
have no problems with
minutes to get to my mass com·
one
flight
of stairs at a time.
munications law class for a test.
JON
Two
or
more,
though, and they
Two minutes were lost when
FUTRELL
are
begging
for
dear life.
my Latin American history pro·
Staff Writer
Another piece of advice is to
feasor just had to tell us about
avoid traveling down on the
Magellan's round-the-world
elevators at all. It is always
trip. I have absolutely no proeasier w walk down than it is to
blem with that.
Efforts have been made to walk up.
The problem occurred when I stop paper waste and
So, why was I taking the
lost seven more minutes on the aluminum waste on campus. It
Faculty Hall elevators. I is time w stop elevator waste, elevator down that fateful day?
Simple: the stairwells in betwanted to go to the ground floor as well.
ween the third and ground
from the fifth floor. I boarded
One way to do that is w keep floors are pretty congested.
an "up" elevator on the
mistaken assumption it would button pushing to a minimum. How bad is it? Imagine lines for
Buttons four through seven do registration every day of the
travel down very quickly.
It wound up stopping on the not all have to be lighted at the regular school week.
To those who talk to their
sixth and seventh floors going same time. Only three combinaup and floors six through three tions of two buttons should be buddies on the stairs during
going down. Factor in that pushed at one time. For seven· these times of congestion, move
delay between the elevator floor elevators, they are four to it! If you have got w talk, get
stopping and the doors opening, six, four to seven and five to out of the loop and into the
hallways. Let those who have to
and I was looking at one long seven.
trip.
If you step on an elevator, see move, move.
Remember that every time one of those combinations
Heed this advice and you will
the elevator stops, it is worn lighted, notice your destination never have to worry about the
and torn a little bit more. Such has not been pressed and are elevators at Faculty Hall again.
wear and tear can stop an not toting heavy equipment, do If you ignore it, be ready to face
elevator cold, which is what not press the button for your the wrath of people on the
happened to two of the Faculty floor. Instead, exit from a floor ground floor waiting impatient·
Hall elevators simultaneously where you only have to walk up ly for elevators. Chances are I
a few weeks ago.
or do-.rn one flight of stairs.
will be in that group.

•
To the Editor:
I read with fascination the commentary by James Lockwood
applauding David Duke. I am
from Louisiana and am a con·
temporary of Mr. Duke. It is
hard for me to frame this letter,
as outrage barely touches the
emotion triggered by the
article.
Has the author of the article
not studied 20th century
history? Has he forgotten the
thousands of American graves
in Europe representing the
ultimate sacrifice of our
citizens to expunge the racist
Nazi doctrine from Europe of
the 1940s, to which Mr. Duke is
a contemporary adherent? The
commentator claims to have
followed Mr. Duke's campaign.
Has Mr. Lockwood not seen the
appeals to irrational fear, to the
creation of a straw monster
(welfare recipients and " big"
government this time; Jews
last time) to inflame a fearful
populace? Louisiana is in an
economic crisis - Mr. Duke's
campaign platform offers solutions akin to the campaign of
"bread, jobs, freedom" offered
by a national socialist some 60
or so years ago.
The commentator claims that
Mr. Duke's past should be put
aside. Youthful indiscretion
seems to be the contemporary
political excuse tendered for
past outrageous behavior that
should presumably now be put
aside so that the new candidate
may be considered. ·
In ~~ce~ that is not
even theca~.
Let me tender this synopsis:
A noted Polish journalist
toured the United States in
1986; an article appearing in
the January, 1988 issue of National Geographic is a chronicle
of his experience.
The journalist met Mr. Duke
in New Orleans in 1986. In the
article, the Polish journalist
uses phrases like "obsessive
racism" to describe Mr. Duke.
One can only guess at what the
journalist, a Pole, felt when Mr.
Duke complimented his
daughter as the "perfect
representative of the white
race." The journalist was
reproached by Mr. Duke for not
having more such children.
Mr. Duke went on to describe
to the journalist his view' that
the Holocaust never happened
- that what the journalist and
his family lived through when
the Reich occupied Poland
never happened. One can but
guess at the emotions the
tourist experienced.
Finally, the journalist noted
some of the titles lining Mr.
Duke's bookshelves, available
in multiple copies "obviously
for sale or free distribution,"
The Testament of Hitler; Herman Goering: The Man and His
Work; Mein Kampf.
This occurred in 1986, a time
not terribly removed from the
present. If Mr. Lockwood
believes Mr. Duke is for human
rights, I would recommend Mr.
Lockwood read some of the
above titles. Human rights are
indeed discussed, but in a context of their elimination and
the extermination of those who
espouse them.
Quotes are from the National
Geographic article.
Oh, yes. In the article, Mr.
Duke is quoted as saying, "I
have no doubt I will become
president. I am only 37. I have
time. Americans will wake up."
Indeed.
Bill Allbritton
Director
Counseling and Testing Center
Editor's Note: In addition to
this letter, Allbritten submitted
the National Geographic article
entitled, "Covering America."
Both the letter and the article
are on file at The Murray State
News office and open to the
public.
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Is parking fine or series of fines?
Director: No. problem here
Fitzgibbon
says parking
is·adequate
By MICHELE CARLTON
Assistant News Editor

Students, faculty and staff
must face the grueling task of
finding a parking space every
day. As the number of students
enrolled increases, more park·
ing spaces are being added and
several improvements are
under way for existing lots.
' 'By and large, I think the
parking situation on this cam·
pus is very good," said John Fit·
zgibbon , di r ector of administrative services. "This
campus was designed in many
ways to be a walking campus
between the north dorm com·
plex and the academic area, but
there is need for improvement."
Fitzgibbon said the campus
does not have a parking
problem.
"Sometimes the perception
that we do," he said, " is not
r elative to p laces where there is
a real parking problem. We're
not in an urban setting, so
we ' re benefited by our
location."
He said many overflow areas
have been identified. "While
they are not immediately adjacent to anybody's classroom
area, they are there," he said.
Since the fall 1990 report of
the parking study group, visi·
ble progress has been made
within and on the perimeter of
the campus, sa id Wayne
Harper, associate director of
grounds maintenance.
"We are making some great
progress. We have improved
and expanded existing lots

"

·~ ·,: · ·y·~~
•

Parking projects already completed

e Repair the existing

University Church of
Christ (UCqC) parking lot and develop an
addition to the north of t hat lot. The old
UCOC, which is on 15th Street east of Spar1<s
Hall, was aoqulred ln 1990. A parking lot east of
the church building consisting of 60 parking
spaoes was Included In this acquisition.

Projects still under consideration

e Complete development ofthelotatthe southwest corner of 13th and

e Expandandpavetheexlstlnglotattheaouthwest comer of 16th and Olive. Expansion of

Payne streets by

paving and adding lighting. Property acquired
In 1990 combined with a lot already owned by the
University; It provided the capability to develop
this lot, which will Jnaease commuter and residence hall par1<lng by50 spaces in the White Hall
area and provide much needed additional parkIng for events at Racer Arena.

e Develop a lot at the northwest comer of

Chestnut and Waldrop. In November the Board
of Regents authorized the removal of the Cutchin
house to provide approximately SO to 40 additional part<lng spaces for the Center for Industry
and Technology and for the southwestern area
of the north dorm complex.

.:

r~·

e

Improve the lot on the east side of the practice soccer field (Intersection of 17th Street
and Hamilton Avenue). The lot currently has
some rock on It, but additional rock and grading
will be required to gain 80 spaces. This area
would be used as overllowpar1<1ng for all categories of permits.

this lot will provide 25 to 30 additional spaces.

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
within the last year and a
half," Harper said.
Fitzgibbon said that Sparks
Hall is a high pressure zone for
parking spaces, but some of
that pressure has been
alleviated. ·
"We have provided more
visitor parking, especially at
certain times of the year when
people are coming in to get in·
formation for admission or trying to register," he said.
Two projects under construction are t he expansion of the lot
at 16th and Olive streets and
the addition of 40 spaces at
Chestnut and Waldrop.
"These projects · are · in different phases of completion.
We'd like to get done with some
of that before we start some of
the other areas," Fitzgibbon
said.
Projects under consideration

Group proposes
permit increases

One of the anticipated
include squ aring off the parking lot at 13th and Payne changes that will affect parking
streets and expanding th e lot is the new special events
across from Wells Hall on the center.
west end of Hamilton Avenue.
Fitzgibbon said the study
Fitzgibbon said since spring group has discussed locating
1988 one of the major im- the special events center on the
provements has been in t he west side of Stewart Stadium
stru cture of the park in g and to the north of the practice
program.
football field between the
"The parking program is stadium and College Courts.
operated as a quasi-auxiliary
"Until t hose plans become
operation in that the funds that more final in the design
come in through permits and phases," he said, "it's impossi·
fines are transferred into the ble to access exactly how we
project accounts for par king im· should locate parking or even if
provement," he said.
we should put additional park,TJle ,funds were formerly dif- ing in to supi>ort .that faf iLit.Y,; "
·ruse3 1ntollle general fund, he
FitzgibbOn said t he parking
said.
,
program
is a long-term process.
''I think that over that t ime
"There's
not enough equip·
period, both the program and
the way that the program is ment or man hours," he said,
structured has been fairly "to get everything done
immediately."
substantial," he said.

ow to appeal parking fines
Students, faculty and staff who want to appeal a parking violation
must file an appeal form within five school days of the day the violation was issued. All rights to appeal are forfeited after that time period.
Steps for appealing a parking ticket:
•Pick up a form at the public safety office or the
Student Government Association office.
•Return the written appeal to the Ppblic safety
office with your copy of the ticket attached
within five days of the day of the violation.
•Public safety personnel do not have the authority to void a parking violation. Each
appealed violation will be adjudicated by the appropriate judicial committee.
Graphic by AMY LEAR

Photo by LEIGH LANDINI

MEN AT WORK
011 of the parking projects c ompleted during t~e first half of the semester was repairing the
existing perking lot behind the University Church of Christ.

By MICHELE CARLTON
Assistant News Editor

The parking study group
has proposed that the Board
of Regents increase the price
of parking permits from $10
to $20 by Julv 1992.
The study group said that
the proposal was made to ac·
celerate the parking pro·
gram and to enable the pro·
gram to become fully self
supporting.
"The increase in permit
fees would be my intent, but
of course that has to go
through a lot of channels,"
said John Fitzgibbon, director of administration services and chairman of the
study group.
In 1988, the Board of
Regents passed the first in·
crease in parking permit fees
from $4 to $10, effective July
1989.
Fitzgibbon said that the
number of parking permits
sold over the past. two years
have steadily increased.
"As enrollment increases,
a larger part of our student
body is bringing cars," he
said, "because more and
more people in the student
population own cars."
The number of permits
sold in 1989-90 and 1990-91
were 7,620 and 7,745, respectively. Permits sold so far
this year total 6,982.
Fitzgibbon said it is hard
to make an adequate static
analysis of the numl>er of
permits sold because they
are doing a better job of gettin~ the number of permits
sold into the system faster.

STATE SCHOOLS
PARKING PERMITS
MSU Morehead
$10/yr. $70/yr.

WKU*

EKU

$25/yr.

$20/yr.

Uofl**
Red reserved $200/yr.
Green
50/yr.
Yellow {dorms) 60/yr.
Blue
100/yr.
•

include~ $10

ab:attle service.

•• prorated buia dollar ~ues

each semester.
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Last year's September figure
and this year's figure would
not necessarily be comparable because they have
improved their input system.
"The trend line is going to
go up as we swing into spring and have people transferring in," Fitzgibbon said.
The increase in the cost of
parking permits will not
directly affect an increase in
the $5 and $25 fines.
''Last time t here was an increase, the fine structure did
not change. That was not a
recommendation of this
report," he said. "That does
not mean that it won't
happen."
With the increase from $10
to $20, MSU still has the
lowest parking permit fees of
any public university in
Kentucky.

Students: More spaces
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

In the parking lot, the student becomes frantic
when he sees that all of the parking spaces are
filled, and he's afraid to park illegally because he
might get a ticket.
He's already five minutes late for class; he
doesn't know what to do. He just wishes that
Murray State Uniyersity would do something
a bout the parking problem.
Murray State students who live on campus,
commuters and faculty sometimes find
themselves racing for parking places.
Travis Clem, a senior finance major from
Thompsonville, Ill., has been parking his truck
on campus for three years.
"There are simply not enough parking spaces,"
he said.
Parking presents a problem not only for on·
campus residents but also for commuters.
Jim Pierceall, a junior graphic arts major from
Murray, said many t imes he cannot find a parking place.
" If you have late classes," he said, "there is no
place to par k in the commuter parking spaces."
Pierceall said one way to solve the problem is to
buy a motorcycle.
"There are more places to park motorcycles.
That's why I'm thinking about buying one," he
said.
Another commuter, Eda Eberhardt, a senior
art major from MWTay, said she does not like the
way parking spaces for commuters are split.
"They'r e like all over campus," Eberhardt
said. "It takes forever to find a place to park."
She said the hunt for a space makes her late for
class.
"Faculty members get the best parking spaces.
I don't think that's r ight," Eberhardt sail}. " It
seems like there are more parking spaces for
faculty than there are for students."
One of t he solutions, Eberhardt said, is to build
another parking lot like the one at White Hall.
"Or after 6 p.m.," she said, "residents should be
able to park in the blue zone because there aren't
going to be that many faculty members on cam·
pus after 6 p.m."
Joe Green, associate director of public safety,
said students can park in the blue zones after 4
p.m.
"There is only one area that is enforced 24
hours a day. That is around the cafeteria because
workers come in at 4 a.m.," Green said.
Donald Story, associate professor of music, said
the parking situation is nobody's fault.
Story said he thinks it is awful that students
will park anywhere.
"They park in faculty zones and probably don't
mind getting tickets," he said.

As for faculty members having more parking
places than they need, Story said, he does not
know how any student could figure that unless
he did research, because ther e are about 350
faculty members and staffers on campus.
"My position is that there aren't enough spacea
to accommodate staff," Story said.
Clem, who lives in Hart Hall, said one of the
best remedies for the problem would be more
parking spaces.
"The University needs to look at some unused
space, especially around the residence halls, like
Hart and Springer, and utilize some of that as
parking space," he said.
Clem said parking permits help solve some
parking problems.
"The only thing that keeps the problem from
exploding are the decals in the sense that they
restrict certain parking areas for use by only cer·
tain groups," he said. "This, a long with strict en·
forcement, has helped parking."
Pierceall, however, said he does not see the
parking permits improving anything.
"The commuters are the ones having the parking problems," he said.
Pierceall said he leaves his home early to find a
parking space and get to class on time.
"I know there are people lined up for a parking
space," he said. "So when people get out of class
and leave a space opened, everyone goes for it."
Pierceall said if he is already late for a class,
then he has to take his chances of getting a
ticket.
"Public safety knows it's worth $5 or more not
'to miss a class," he said.
Eberhardt said students should not even get
tickets for parking in the wrong zone.
"Students who live on campus shouldn't be
penalized for parking their cars where they live.
They shouldn't be given tickets,'' she said.
Green said under normal circumstances tickets
are usually $6. But th.e y are $25 if one did not
register to get a parking decal or if one parked in
a handicap space, near a fire lane, in a restrictive
parking space, or in a service and university
vehicles only parking.
Because he knows of the hustle and bustle for
parking places during class time, Clem said, he
walks to class.
He said t he number of available parking spaces
is not enough because of the number of residence
halls in that area and the large number of people
who are trying to park in t he fewer number of
spaces.
The worst night to find a parking space near
the residence halls is Sunday, Clem said.
"Some Sunday nights you can drive around for
15 minutes waiting for a parking space to open
up," he said.
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City may have
to buckle up
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

RAKISH CHORE
T~ fall weather provided several Sigma Phi Epsilon
brothers an opportunity to rake leaves In the fraternity
house's yard recently. Fraternity brothers Grant Luckett,
Chaz Dauley, Jeff Story, Joe St ucker and Dan Williams rake
leaves which will be recycled by the city.

Mur ray State University
employees who drive MSU
vehicles could be affected by
Mayor Bill Cherry's executive
order on the use of seat belts in
city vehicles.
Johnny Herndon, assistant
director of transportation, said
a regulation was printed in
1988 requiring people wear
seat belts when driving MSU
vehicles; it is not enforced,
however, because it is not a
law.
"It is a regulation, not a law,"
Herndon said. "If you don't
have one on, that's up to the individual. We have their own
best interests in mind!'
Herndon said he has never
had any complaints coming
from employees concerning seat
belts.
"There would really be no
reason to complain," he said.
"We keep the seat belts in good
shape and operable, and they
are there for them to use
them."
Cherry said his order has not
affected MSU employees so far.
"If the city council passes the
citywide law, it will affect
them," Cherry said.
He said the reason for the
order is simply "to save lives."

NEWSBRIEFS

The Murray mayor said he
has already heard some complaints from city employees
about having to wear seat belts.
"Some people don't want to be
told what to do," he said.
"Ninety eight percent, though ,
thought it was a good idea."
Frank Walker, an electrician
at MSU, said he doesn't wear
his seat belt when driving
University vehicles because he
is in and out of the car so much
it would be more of a hindrance
than a help.
"If I was driving 6 or 6 miles,
I would wear it," Walker said.
''I wear one when I drive my
own vehicle."
Walker said if a law were
passed mandating t he use of
seat belts, he would wear one
because he doesn't think it
would be a bad law.

Food change discussed
Bill Benriter, director of food services, informed the Student Government Association that underclassman students
living on the sout h end of campus will eat at Winslow
Cafeteria instead·of t he Thoroughbred Room.
Benriter said the freshmen and sophomores living in
Regents, White and Woods halls who are currently on the
board meal plan will begin eating in Winslow next semester
because of the increased busineAA in t.he T-Room.
SGA also discussed parking appeals. The Judicial Board
reviewed 90 appeals this week - 15 were approved, 34 were
reduced and 41 were declined. The next meeting will be at
3:30 p.m. Nov. 12 in t he Ohio Room.
The "Into the Streets" community involvement program
will be Nov. 18. SGA will participate.

Kassing to speak at Media Day
Don Kassing, vice president for University relations and
administr at ive services, will speak Saturday at the 22nd annual News Media Appreciation Day.
About 80 representatives from 12 newspapers, 10 radio stations and six television stations will attend the events sponsored by University information services.
This year's events are dedicated to the late Bill Powell, who
was a well-known newsman in the area for 45 years.

" I think it would be all
right," he said.
Groun d s k ee p er NeweJI
Hopkins said he doesn't wear
his seat belt when driving
University vehicles, but he does
when driving his own car.
"The reason I don't wear it is
because I'm in and out so
much," Hopkins said. "I don't
think anybody does wear their
seat belt."

Social Awareness Week scheduled
The American humanics students who are enrolled in YAA
290 will conduct a Social Awareness Week Monday through
Nov. 15.
The focus will be on such issues as drug awareness, sexual
harassment, envir onmental problems, cultural awareness,
homelessness and the family unit. A booth will be set up in
the Curris Center.

:CALENDAR
Friday Nov 8

Sunday Nov 10

Monday Nov 11

Tuesday Nov 12

Wednesday Nov 13

AQHA Horatlhow. 8 a.m., West
Kentucky Uvestock Show and
Exposition Center.

Advann lclltd1ll... Currts
Center ballroom, 8 a.m. to 1
p.m. senlors;1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Juniof1 (A-K).

Anlt.- ........... Currll
Center blllroom, aa.m. to 1
p.m. )union (l-l); 1 p.m. to 6
p.m. ~ (A-1().

....._ "'nce Around,' Currts
Cenler Theallr, 3:30, 7 and
8:30p.m. $1 for the matklee;
$1 .50 for studenll wltfl Ricer
Card, $2.50 for otbn at the
Mlllng shows.

Saturday Nov 9
"11M Pillion of DracaiL• 8
Robert E. Johnson
IBr. Admission $5 for
adults, $4 for students and
senior citizens, $2 for groups
of 10 or more.

"11M Patlllll ol Draoula.• 8

t:i•

p.m., Robert E. Johnson
Theiler. Mmlsslon $5 for
adults, $4 for students and
aenlor citizens, $2 for
groups of 10 or more.

Nlwl Mtlllll DIJ. Evencs begin
10a.m., Room 228, Stewart
Stadium.

AILE Till a:30 a.m.,
'
Counseling and Testing
Center. For more lnfonnatlon, cal762-6851.

HyJIIItlst-c.ttllllltl. Tom
Deluca. 7:30 p.m., Currla
Center ballroom. Free
admllllon.

.

llr.IIIU ,..._., 7:30p.m.,
LOYIIttAudltortum.
Admission $5 for adults,
children under 10 free.

Pnltram. 7 p.m., sixth floor, Ane
Arts Building. Speakers from
varlous broadcast stations wiD
apeak to Alpha Epsilon Rho
and the Society of Profes·
slonal Journalists.

....-~~

~

..

AERH01V AI.U.. 7to 10 p.m.,
MSU lV ·11. Continued unlll
Tbunday.
&.m., flntl Recllll Hill of
oyte Fine Arts

c.rar.

!'."JP

•

;.1-J

AQHA Hone allow. 8 a.m •• WMt
Kentudty LIYestock Show and
ExpositiOn Center.

0 •••, ...... ..,.., . .
c.... aa.m; tO 5&:::;,
Room 148, Collins
for
Industry IJid Tecllnology. For
more lnformdon. cal 762-

The calendar lists events of
general Interest to the Untverslty community. To place your
activity on the calendar, atop by
Till Murr~y State ~ office
(111 Wilson HaD) and complete
a calondar form. Deadline for
calendar submissions II noon
Momay pflor to the friday Is-

Jm 11n11 ConaNt. 8 p.m.,
Currie Center ballroom.

fllldolt Dow. 8 p.m., Curr1s
Center theater.

p.m. sophom«ea ~L-Z); 1
~.m. to 8 p.m. tr• men (M·
).

sue.

)

WifliJMRII..Lip.m,. •J J'
...,(Annex Recital Han of Ooyte •,
.. fiAt Arts Center. Free

Calendar Information

AIIYIMIIcMdllfnt, Currls
Center ballroom, 8 a.m. to 1
p.m. freshmen (A-l); 1 p.m.
to 8 p.m. freshmen (S·Z).

- . . ......... cunta
Ctnllr ballroom. aa.m. to 1
Relftll. Paul Thompson. ftull. a

' -,i
t

Thursday Nov 14

...

~'tori

•

I

1

t,

I...-,,
•

The Mumy ~te N#Wfllsts
eYenbs .. apac:e alowa. .,.
Ntlws Is not fiiPOOIIble for the
MiltS or lnfoi'mlllon llstld tn

.

thiS calendar.

762-4468

admlalon.

3385.

WELCOME PARENTS
Saturday, Nov. 9
9-11:30 a.m.

PARENT'S RECEPTION
(Curris Center)
Football tickets $1 off at reception only

1:30 p.m. MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky
7:30 p.m. Putting Audiences To Sleep
Has Made Hypnotist

Tom DeLuca
The BIG MAN On Campus
· (Cunis Center Ballroom FREE)

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet
r-------------------------~

: • BUFFET SPECIAL . l
1

I
1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets

s5

99 1
I
1
I

•Drinks not iDcluded- sp«'d&l good through 11/22/91

L-------------------------~

r-------------------------~
l
$ BUFFET SPECIAL.l

l

Santa says...

§ d you.tt bt.!J.t Ch.tidma!J. Cu.yi
the 19th annual
clffpha EpiUon cRh.o

cJQI dfu.ation!

a1

1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
Dinner buffets

$6

99

•Dnnb not mcluded - spedal good through 11/22/91

l

1
I

L-------------------------~

Lunch Buft'et: Monday thru Saturday, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.; Sunday, noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buft'et: Monday thru Sunday, 5 p.m. -8:30 p.m.
Must present coupon when ordering.

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99

....................................

Just tune your TV to Channell!
on November 12, 13 & 14 from
7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. and bid on
hundreds of items donated
by local merchants

DELIVERY SPECIAL
Large, 1 Tapping Pizza

$6.99
Must pesent coupon

Chestnut Street

expireS 11/22/91

--···················--······-~
753-6656
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PUS LIFE
Students juggle books, family MSU experience
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Having children and attending classes often means learn·
ing how to manage time wisely.
Paula Cathey, a 25-year-old
freshman elementary education major from Murray, has
two children. They are Tyler, 4,
and Ryan, 1.
"The main problem I have
had as a college student with
children is balancing between
school and home. It is hard to
fmd the time to do a lot of
things. Child care is always a
problem," she said.
Cathey said that having the
children helps motivate her to
do well in her classes.
"1 don't have the time to mess
around. Having had a family, I
have realized how important it
is to do well. Since I am in col·
lege, I think it makes me a good
example. Maybe it will influence my kids to go to college," she said.
Although Cathey is taking 12
hours, she said that it is hard
trying to juggle everything.
"Right now, it is really too
much. But I want to be finished
with my schooling before Ryan
goes to school," she said. "I
think it would be easier if my
classes were spread out in
smaller portions. Since I don't
have any Monday-WednesdayFriday classes, but it is a
sacrifice I am willing to make."
Cathey said that her children
understand that she goes to
college.
"Sometimes when we are out
driving and pass the University, Tyler will point and say that
there is Mommy's school," she
said.
Being parents is not
something Cathey and her husband take ijghtly. e~;v:._
'We always intended to tie
home with them. Pretty much

what we do, they do with us.
Everything is family oriented,"
she said."
When it comes to discipline,
Cathey said, she believes that
spanking is sometimes
necessary.
"Each time we discipline the
boys we follow up on it," she
said. "For several days after
Tyler ran into the road, I took
him aC1'088 the road with me to
get the mail. We practiced saying stop, look and listen."
She said one of her scariest
moments will be when Tyler
goes to school in August.
"I am so nervous about it
because I have been home with
Tyler since I was seven months
pregnant with Ryan. When
John goes to work early in the
morning, Tyler gets in bed with
me," she said. "That's my little
baby I'm going to put on that
great big school bus."
Not all students have help
taking care of children.
Vikki Eaton, a senior Spanish
ID8jor from Owensboro, is a
single parent with a daughter
who will turn 3 this weekend.
"The biggest problem I have
is time management. I have
learned a lot about myself since
I have had Heather," she said.
"Before I had her, I thought I
didn't have any time. Now, I
One of the things Eaton faces
know how to prioritize. Heather is censoring the television
makes me realize what .is shows Heather watches.
important."
"I like to watch what shows
Eaton started the semester she sees on television. She is a
taking 21 hours, but has drop· real Star Trek fan, but there
ped to 15 hours.
are times she can't sleep at
"I wanted to finish an extra night because of it," she said.
minor in accounting, but it was
Heather goes to day care
too much for me. I am a resi·
while
Eaton goes to classes.
dent adviser in College Courts,
"The
day care center is very
and that takes time. A lot of the
stuff I do is organizational, so I ~~d. It ,it;, ,gOod for her
can take Heather witli IDe," she because she ,,)a an. above·
avera.e child .and needs to be
said.

is a
By AMY LEAR
Associate Editor

Illustration by MARK ADAMS
challenged and entertained.
She has even learned sign
language and Spanish," she
said.
The most important thing
Heather has taught her mother
is how to set goals and achieve
them.
'1 have learned so much
about myself," Eaton said.
"Before, I had goals and aspira·
tions, but I didn't know how to
go about it. Now that I have
Heather, I keep a positive attitude about everything.''

College improves family relations
By ALYSSA HARVEY

Leachman said she believes the keys to
getting along with parents are being
honest, devoting time to each other and doing things together constantly. She said
her beliefs about rearing children will be
similar to her parents'.
''There exists both traditional and non·
traditional values in our home," she said.
Leachman said she believes she and her
parents will continue to support each
other. She said their relationship has improved since she came to college.
"Getting away from them, not being
physically bound to them, helped me break
away from the child role and they respect
me as an adult now," she said.
Andrew Stallworth, a graduate student
in exercise science from Cinncinati, Ohio,
said he and his parents, Mary and James
Stallworth, are good friends.
"It's not the typical mother-father-son
relationship," he said. "It's like three best
friends."
Stallworth said he and his parents have a
good relationship because they communicate well and are open with each
other.
"We can't sneak secrets past each other.
Parents know everything anyway. Don't
try to hide anything from them," he said.
' Although he and his parents get along
well, Stallworth said, his parents do one
thing that gets on his nerves.
"They argue about things they will do for
me and then they aak.me to settle the argument," he said.
Stallworth said that he will rear his
children like his parents reared him and
that the best thing they did for him was to
give him life. He also said his relationship

Assistant Campus Life Editor

When a person enters college, his relation·
ship with his parents sometimes changes.
Some Murray State University students
said because fights with their parents have
decreased quite a bit since they came to college, their relationships have risen to a
new adult level.
Julia Leachman, a senior art education
major from Louisville, said her parents,
Carolyn and Louis Leachman, are divorced
and her relationship with each is different.
"My morn is not an authority figure," she
said. "She's like my friend. I can talk to her
about everything except what I don't want
the rest of the family to know. I don't like
to be around her much because she gets on
my nerves."
Leachman said her relationship with her
father is exactly opposite.
"I respect him very much," she said. "He
is very much an authoritarian. He helps
me fmancially and emotionally. I admire
his strength of character and individuality.
I can go to him for anything."
Leachman said although her relationship
with her mother see~s comfortable on the
surface, it really is unstable because her
mother is an alcoholic.
She said her relationship with her father
seems tense on the surface, but it is really
deep and unwavering. She said her father
makes her angry when he is
uncompromising.
Although her parents make her mad
sometimes, Leachman said, both are
behind her 100 percent.
''My mom made me feel proud of who I
am," she said. "My dad has given me the
means of support to let me be who I am."

LEADING SECOND LANGUAGES'

I

Foreign languages studied by the most college students In the USA in 1990:
533,607
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tam ily affair

Many students see college
as a place to escape the watchful eyes of their parents
and develop bonds with
other students. But what
happens if one oft~ other
students is your parent?
To Clint Hutson, a
sophomore pre-medicine ma·
jor from Murray, going to the
same University as his
father, Ronnie, who is pursu·
ing a master's degree in
science and technology, is
just another experience that
strengthens the bond in his
family.
"We have always been real
close, and it is no big adjust·
ment having him attend the
same school," Clint said.
"Since all of his classes are
night classes, I never see
him on campus."
He said he and his father
are each involved in their
own classes and organizations and do their own
things.
"He is just like any other
student," Clint said.
Although the father and
son are working in different
subjects, they are both there
to lend a helping hand to the
other if needed, Ronnie said.
"He has helped me with
research in the library,"
Ronnie said, "and even
though we are in different
fields of study I try to help
him any way possible."
Ronnie, who received his
bachelor's degree in
manangement from Murray
State in 1972, said many of
the professors he had no

longer teach at this University, but he still tries to help
his son plan classes.
"We talk about some of the
elective classes to take
although our degrees-are ..
fererit," he said.
Both agreed that attending
the same University is a
postive experience.
"It has not caused any problems whatsoever," Ronnie
said. "I leave for work at 5 in
the morning and get back at
6 at night. He spends a lot of
time at school and studying
in the library."
Coming back to college
after several years helped
him relate better to what his
son was going through, Ron·
nie said.
"1 had kind of lost touch
with the academic environment, and coming back to
school has helped me relate
better to it," he said. •'J can
relate to the problems he is
having with a class or professor and problems in any
other area."
Hutson said he started taking classes part time while
his son was still in high
school, and both are planning to get their degrees at
the same time if everything
stays on schedule.
"I don't know if it will hap·
pen," Clint said, "but I think
it would be a neat experience
for us both to finish at the
same time."
Clint said he always knew
he would be going to Murray
State and did not change his
mind when his father bepn
classes.
'

',_...

·scHEDULE FOR
PARENTS WEEKEND 1991 ;'

with his parents will probably be even better in the future.
..,
"In the next five to lO'years I hope to be
•.,
moved out and they won't have to pay my
..Frld&y, N~v. 8
··.
bills," he said.
..
7:30p.m.
..
Stallworth said he and his parents get
,, · · :< ·: -~ )' r ~r. Msu Peae.m
..,
along better since he has been in college.
: .· .' ;, r r .~. . .
~····
"1 saw my parents every day during high
school. In college, you get a chance to miss
Friday even1ng•. Alpha Omicr~ Pi )Yill ~t .ttlP,,~··l·
them. It breaks the everyday monotony of
Mr~ MStJ P~eant. All proceeds from the ~eanf ~:! t
seeing them every day," he said.
will benefit the Arthritis Foundation.
,,
Pam Schell, a senior therapeutic recreation major from Owensboro, said she and .
Saturday, Nov.. 9
her parents, Bob and Judy Schell, get along
well.
t:00-11:30a.m.
"We call each other for support and enParents' reception
couragement," she said. "They send me
Secondloor ab'lum of 1M cuma c.mer
gifts through my brother. They come and
visit me during Parents Weekend every
Saturday morning, a reception will welCOme
year."
parents to Murray State. Parents will be se~ r.Schell said she believes communication
freshments and wut meet faculty, staff and othei:
is the key to getting along with parents.
paren~. Tt<,'kets for the fOotball game will~ avail;, J..,
"We talk about things. When I was growing up, we used to argue about things, but
able at a$1 discount.
·' ''" ·
now we discuss. It's more an adult level,"
. ,., . ,,
'
1:30·p~..
she said.
i ll r,tijJTay StMe vs.·Ealtetn Kentu~ · ·
.. ..«.·.
Although her parents make her angry by
being late everywhere they go, Schell said,
t. J i':i "~L.,:'t i= , lttw~rtStecltum
.. ' ' i-··· s·~ ;j:Mn':(
she believes her relationship with her
;.: l~ ~~~[q~y afternoon the·Murray.s~~e . fl~!s ,.;·;.5
parents will grow deeper in the future.
~wi~Hal<eo11
the '•:East~rnKentucky Colonels. , ... .: ....:·. t~
"I begin to see some of them in me," she
" .·.
. ..
said, "yet they encourage me to be myself."
:··
7:30p.m.
She said she will definitely rear her
,.. Tom DeLuca, hypnotist
children similar to the way her parents
..
Cunt• Center ballroom
.. ;.. .•
reared her.
Saturday evening comedian and hypnotist Tom ~
Schell said her relationship with her
parents has changed since she began
· DelUca will hypnOtize volunteers, causing them to ,~
college.
moonwalk and speak languages from other
"At first. I did not want them t.o know
·
ets.
what I was doing," she said, "but now we
share things. There is more openness."
Source: Unlveratty Center Bo•rd
Graphic by LEANN BUCKUN

~-.:.:A:...::S:.::U:;:;:;..C.::;..:E~O...;.;;.F...;.;.I.;.;.;.;..I_FE_1
•stepping Out In Style'

Audience members attending Alpha Omi·
cron Pi's annual Mr. MSU pageant will have the
opportunity to see 29 contestants "Stepping
Out In Style."
The pageant, beginning at 7:30 tonight, is a
little different this year. For the first time, the
audience will be given a chance to vote on who
they think should win.
All proceeds raised by the pageant will go to
the Arthritis Research Foundation.
Story on Page 9
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Fashion show

Christmas cheer .

Wondering what everyone is going
to be wearing this winter? Curious about
what you should ask Santa to put under
the tree for you at Christmas?
For those wanting to see all of the "in"
looks this season, a fashion show featuring members of Murray State Unviersity's sorority pledge classes, will be
Nov. 14 in the Curris Center Theater
from 6 to 8 p.m.
In addition to the show, a raffle drawing will take place. The winner must be
present to claim the prize.
Admission to the fashion show is
free.

In the hopes of making some children's Christmas a little brighter this
year, a pro~ to collect and distribute
children's books for the holiday will run
Nov. 11-17.
Drop-off boxes near Murray State
University for the books are located at
WKMS-FM, The Murray State News,
Waterfield Library and Alpha Sigma
Alpha.
Other drop-off sites are located at the
Murray-CallowayCountyPubliclbary,
Graves County Public library, Marshall
County Public Ubrary and PaciJcah
Public library.
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The PerfectGarment
·De'se!Ves Niore Than Just
Any Drycleaner.

Stress can disturb sleep
~yAMYGREWE

serious medical illness.
Long-term insomnia will last
, Academic pressures can beyond three weeks and can be
fcreate stressful situations for caused by anxiety, depression
tudents, such as disrupting or a chronic alcohol or drug
f';leep patterns.
'
dependence.
Price said if a student's sleept1 Kathleen Price, assistant ad~inistrator of student health ing problem is serious and
~ervices, said students have caused by depression the stutlsked for help in handling dent may be referred for
leeping problems.
counseling.
~ "Occasionally we'll have
He also said the amount of
~udents come in that will have sleep one should get varies from
problems at night," Price said. person to person.
<'Many times it's due to the
"We suggest seven hours, but
stress of school or maybe pro- not everyone gets that,'' Price
blems at home. It could be said. "Some people vary. Some
can get by on six hours of sleep
depression."
According to a pamphlet where others may need 10."
·published by Upjohn Co., sleep
Price said those who don't get
experts classify insomnia accor- enough sleep will feel more
t ding to its duration and cause.
fatigued.
"They may be fine for a
~ The three types are transient,
·short term and long term.
while," he said, ''and then they
A normal sleeper who suffers could come down with an ilstress or a situation that in- lness, such as mononucleosis."
He said some students may
with sleep has traninsomnia.
also get excessive amounts of
Short-term insomnia may last sleep.
"When you're getting too
to three weeks and is usualassociated with stress related much sleep, usually you don't
family or work life or a have enough energy and are
aff Writer

not getting enough exercise.
Depression may also add to it,"
Price said.
Richard Dwyer, a junior
marketing major from Roleigh,
Ill., said he gets the right
amount of sleep during the
week, but on the weekends he
sleeps more than usual.
"I usually get about eight or
nine hours of sleep a night, but
on the weekends I sleep more,"
Dwyer said. ''That's the only
time you can catch up on your
sleep."
Dwyer said he needs more
sleep on the weekends because
of working part time and going
to school.
David Hall, a freshman
undeclared major from Hardin,
said most of the time he doesn't
have problems sleeping.
"If I get up early in the morning I don't have any problems,
but if I stay in bed longer in the
morning I have more trouble
getting to sleep that night,"
Hall said.
He said that he doesn't have
any problems handling a lack of
sleep.

After the time and effott you put In to £tnding the
perfect clothes,. you shouldn't trust just anyone to
clean them. Oci' Sanitone' dryclcaning Is
•, '• •, •• m:ommcndi:d by~ lcadln$t
...•
dwgners1 Including Pierre Carain to
,.; :.:eep your clothes looking as g;d as
· •• " , •
the day you boughnhem. Av3ilablt
only from us1 yot r Ccritfttd Mastec Drycleanct

1~\I JNI)It\r

llf)f)~T)~
(] J~1\NI~ ItS

Coupon Specia{
$3 OFF Any $10 Order

Y

ou're Invited to the
30th Anniversary
Partv at the World's #1
Spring Break Destination,
on the Hottest
beach on earth,
Feb. 22- Aprill9, 1992!

Calll-800-854-1234

for your FREE 30th
Anniversary Official
Spring Break
1992 Guide!
DESTINATION DAYTONA!
Convention & Vi..;it('r's 8\ll'\!au

P O.Box910
Daytona &•ach, Fl.32115 ·

IDOK FOR THE RED TAGS
& Save Everyday on the
Items You Use Most
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GET 1,
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Mr. MSU pageant set for tonight
By STEPHANIE LUSH
Staff Writer

Twenty-nine men will be
"Stepping Out in Style" u they
compete for the title of Mr.
MSU at 7:30 tonight in Lovett
Auditorium.
The pageant, sponsored by
Alpha Omicron Pi socialsorori·
ty, will be a little different this
year. Christy Whittington,
chairwoman of the event, said
t he audience memben will
have the opportunity to vote for
who they think should be
crowned Mr. MSU.
The programs will be sold for
$1. The audience vote will
make up 10 percent of the
scoring.
The other 90 percent will be
divided equally among three
categories: the interview, in
which contestants are judged
on how t hey answer the questions; campus involvement and
personality; and talent and
evening attire.
The pageant will feature the
following contestants:
Scott Pullen, a middle school
education major from Benton,
sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega

fraternity; Steven R. Smith, an
English major from Terre
Haute, Ind., sponsored by
Lambda Chi Alpha; Scott
Emerson, an organizational
communications major &om
Mayfield," Bp<~nsored by the National Residence Hall
Honorary;
.
Thomas Brockman, a print
management major from
Louisville, sponsored by Sigma
Sigma Sigma; David Arter·
burn, a biology and chemistry
~r from Louisville, spon·
aoreCl by the Panhellenic Coun·
cil; Mark Whitt, a sociology major from Marion, sponsored by
the Student Ambassadors;
James Whaley, an engineering physics ~or from Grant
County, sponsored by the
Honora Program; Michael
Ellerbusch, a biology and
chemistry major from
Metropolis, Dl., sponsored by
Omicron Delta Kappa Leadership Society; Mike Hall, a
marketing ~r, sponsored by
Alpha Tau Omega;
Trent Bates, a biology and
pre-physical therapy major
• from Rockport, Ind., sponsored
by Alpha Gamma Delta sorori-

New system can find
prank phone callers
capability to record calls comins from outside the campus."
Students plagued by prank or
For thoee students fearful
obscene phone calls may get that by recording the calls,
some relief from the new phone their privacy ia being invaded,
system installed this year that Green said that is not the case.
makes catching the callen
"All it (the system) does is
easier, said J oe Green, director ,, record the phone numbers and
of public safety.
not the conversations," Green
"Before, if you complained said. "The only conversat ions
about an obscene phone call, we recorded are those to public
had to put a tap on your line safety."
and record all calls coming to
Public safety Sgt. Tommy
Phillips said the office averages
your line," Green said.
The NEAX 2400 phone two to three complaints of
system from NEC America puta ~pe phone calla a week.
all University calls into a data Seventy-five percent of the calls
·ystem
come from on campus and can
l) "N
· ·r st d t
·
usually be handled internally.
ow• l a u en comea tn Green said some callen can be
and says he got an obscene take to court and the penalties
phone call at 10, we can call the
stiff
phone people within the can
·
University (at the General Ser"If it's a threatening call, it
vices Building), give them the can go through the University
information and they find the Judicial Board or the Calloway
number, if it's on campus," County District Court," Green
Green said. "In t ime, we will said. "Some people have gone to
have the South Central Bell jail over obscene phone calls."

ty; Jason Bottoms, a premedicine major from
'Hopkinsville, sponsored by t he
Pre-Med Club; James Stallons,
an agriculture education major
from Cadiz, sponsored by Alpha
Gamma Rho;
Brian Wilmurth, an accoun·
ting m&jor from Sikeston, Mo.,
sponsored by Alpha Delta Pi;
Roger Neal Hutson, a pre-med
major from Murray, sponsored
' by the Student Alumni Association; Ken Laurentius, an accounting major from Perry
County, sponsored by Sigma
Phi Epsilon;
Jason GropJ)el, a Spanish and
German m&jor from Murray,
sponsored by the Resident Hall
Association; Scott Sosna, an accounting m&jor from Mayfield,
sponsored by Sigma Chi ;
Timothy Carroll, a pre-med major from Frankfort, sponsored
by Alpha Sigma Alpha;
William Draper, a speech and
communicat ions/theater major
from Paducah, sponsored by
Sigma Pi; Sam Young, an
advertising and marketing major &om Princeton, sponsored
by the Ada Club; Karl Flood, an
art education major from Mur·

ray, sponsored by the Student
Government Associat ion;
Brian Van Hom , a food and
nutrit ion major from Benton,
lll., sponsored by Pi Kappa
Alpha; J ames Ray, a marketing
a nd German major from
Louisville, sponsored b~ the
Or der of Omega; Robert
Cathey, a criminal justice and
dance major from Paducah,
sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha;
Richard J obs, a history major
from Murray, sponsored by
Sigma Chi Little Sisters; Brent
Smith, a housing a.n d interior
design m ajor from Mur·
physboro, Dl., sponsored by
Sigma Alpha Iota; James
Hicks, a criminal justice major
from Benton, sponsored by
Lambda Alpha Epsilon;
Jay Scobee, a biology and
chemist r y major from
Louisville, sponsored by Beta
Beta Beta; and Stacy Overby,
an occupational safety and
health major from Paducah,
sponsored by the Regents Hall
Council.
Admissions is $2 for children
under 10, $3.50 for students
with an ID and $5 for adulta.

(jood Lucf(

AROUND CAMPUS
Kilby exhibition on display

By JON FUTRELL

Danna Kilby's "As Time Hangs in the Balance," an exhibi·
tion of computer imagery and photography, is on display at
the Curris Center Gallery until Nov. 17.
Kilby combined standard photographic media with com·
puter techniques on the Amiga computer to produce images
in photographic form.

Staff Writer
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Recital to be performed

IDNII

The Murray State University Percussion Ensemble, con·
ducted by Tom Vanarsdel, will perform at 8 p.m. Nov. 13 in
the Annex Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admis·
sion is free.

1'1~., ~-?~e

· Fiction reading set
T.M. McNally, assistant professor of English, will present a
• fiction reading at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 20 in Eagle Gallery. The
public is invited to listen to McNally read from his fiction .•
~tings and to enjoy refreshments.
~

Rehearsals planned
'

Rehearsals for the chaos theory dance piece are scheduled
for S p.m. Friday, 1:15 p.m. Sat urday and 10:45 a.m. Sunday.
Visiting guest artist s Susan Bradford and Jean Elvin will
conduct the rehearsals for the piece's April dance recital.
'

OakleyJackets RqJ. $29 .9S
100A» OFF with QJUpon
SoakesldnBelas Reg. $19 .9S
100/o OFP with Coupon
Gold and Sterling Silver Pink Ice Rings
Starting at $29 .95
Unprinted Sweatshirts
$3 .99
Printed Sweatshirts
$9 .95
Reafl*.t' to Win Gold Cbafo
Layaway and Gift CeJtifkalee VJ8a lciiMtaC.rd Aooepted

IEL AIR SHOPPitG CENtER

DAILY 9 A.M.· 6 P.M. SUNDAY 1 P.M.·" P.M.

Fbnh:Jrdlel

. .- • Spedal Treats for the Holidays--~~

~

Gowmet Coffee and Tea

Kendrick Crunchy Praline Pecans
Paper Goods Party Supplies
Beer Mugs Wine Glasses
Ice Buckets
Bel Air Center
7S3-~79

FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
1600 Main- Next to ATO
•

753-9419 ----

MEN'S WES
BOOTS

SGA/UCB PRESENTS
with

Justin - Exotic Skin :
$154.95
. .' ..
Justin - Leather $94 .95
Dingos - $54 .95 &t $69 .95

MARTY STUART
&

AARON TIPPIN
SUNDAY, NOV. 7

7P.M.
RACER ARENA

Acme·- walke1 $44 .95
Texas- $39 .95

TICKETSAVAILABLEATSTUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE

The Best Dang Boots in
M

!

First Floor Curris Center
$10.50 MSU Students with ID
All Seats General Admission
$13.50 General Public
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Photographers featured
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Students who are interested
in photography can learn from
a rtists featured in a
~ideoconference sponsored by
Eastman Kodak Co.
! "Seeing the World From Different Perspectives," which is
part of the Techniques of the
Masters Videoconference
Series, is shown live through
satellites from Rochester, N.Y.,
said Gene Bailey, an assistant
professor in graphic arts.
Bailey said the department of
graphic arts technology has
p a r t i c i p a t e d in
videoconferences for nearly
four years. The department got
involved through Kodak, which
sent out information packets to
different schools across the
'United States. Bailey said he
asked to be put on the mailing
list and obtained the necessary
information.
"They are very helpful and
enlightening to students in
various stages of photography,"
he said.
Bailey said 10 to 25 people see
each showing. The
videoconferences usually last
two hours and are taped.
"We use quite a bit in class.
And for students who haven't

.

seen it, the in(ormation is still
timely," he said.
"We want the students to get
additional information and
knowledge," he said, 1 'to be
able to see a professional
photographer and his work and
to ask questions."
Bailey said the
videoconference is in two parts.
In the first part, the
photographer gives a tour of his
facilities or shows his
photography work. The second
part is a question-and-answer
period during which students
can call the photographer in the
studio, ask questions and hear
their questions and the
photographer's answers on
telecast.
Bailey sa1d students have
called featured photographers
in the past through a telephone
hook-up in the Curris Center's
Barkley Room.
~<students generally ask questions about particular cameras,
processes, where the
photographer received educational training and impact of
the work on the environment,"
he said.
Bailey said great flexibility
and different formats are offered in the videoconferences.
"Some photographers might

'Dracula' actors,
set design create
•
•
eer1e experience
By SHERRY DICKINSON
, Staff Writer

'

When the lights are dim,
eerie shadows dance across
the image of a bat on the
stage curtains as the play is
introduced. The mood of the
play is set from the very
beginning.
Set in England during the
autum.ri of 1911, The Passion
of Dracula shows the
devastation Count Dracula
causes as he seeks his bride
of darkness. Todd Hatton,
who plays the mysteriously
evil Dracula , seeks to
possess the maiden
Wilemina.
Throughout the drama, the
story is interrupted by
humorous lines and antics of
the characters. One such
character is Jameson, the
butler, played by John
Fritts. Jameson frequently
mutters sarcastic remarks to
himself, providing the audience an opportunity to
laugh in an otherwise
serious play.
Carl Howes plays another
such character, Renfield,
who is a mentally disturbed
patient who resides in the
castle. Renfield becomes
possessed by Dracula and
often frees himself from his
room so he may help Dracula
get Wilemina.
During these times, he
disgusts everyone by eating

STEVEN O'RILEY'S

SHERRY
DICKINSON
Staff Writer

bugs and telling wild stories
of becoming stronger and 1iving longer by eating things
that are alive.
Directed by Becky
Reynolds, The Passion of
Dracula has some special effects that add to the tension
of the play. The rolling fog
and the sound of dogs baying
in the distance enhances the
feeling of danger lurking
just outside the doors.
One of the most
remarkable things about
this play is the set. The
elaborate design of an 18th
century castle has been
transported to the stage of
the Robert E. Johnson
Theater .
Complete with overwhelming columns and a paper
chandelier with intricate
designs, the set absorbs the
audience. The set, play, actors and stage all become one
unit that moves in smooth
unison to take the audience
directly into the life of Count
Dracula.
The Passion of Dracula is
running through Saturday
at the Johnson Theater.

go out in the environment and
tell you bow they shoot.
Sometimes they ar~ in the
studio and show you how they
shoot. Sometimes they show
slides of their work," Bailey
said.
''They show various aspects of
photography," he said.
Bailey said the
videoconferences feature different types of photography,
such as sports, fashion, photojournalism and wildlife.
" Most people think
photography is photography,
but there are different areas,"
he said. "The videoconferences
give students incentive to improve their performance in
photography."
Bailey said it is better for the
students to see photographers
on the videoconference than in
a magazine.
' 'It makes them more
knowledgeable about a par·
ticular field of photography,"
he said.
"Seeing the World From. Different Perspectives" will be
shown from noon to 2 p.m.
Thursday in the Currie
Center's Barkley Room .
Featured photographers will include Art Wolfe, Rick Frehsee
and Marilyn Bridges.

Photo by JOHN BERNING

SPANISH EXHIBIT
Seventeen large-scale tapestries with colors and Images from the natural landscape by
Spanish artist Luis Garrido are on display at the Eagle Gallery until Dec. 11.

Bradford uses chaos theory
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Although chaos theory may
seem strange to Murray State
University, guest artist Susan
Bradford makes it easier to
understand.
An independent
choreographer and dance
teacher for more than 15 years
in the Chicago area, Bradford
conducted a workshop on chaos
theory Oct. 31.
"Chaos theory," she said, "is
a way that scientists over the
past 20 years or so have been
addressing how to describe
some very natural turbulent
phenomena."
Bra d ford said that
phenomena includes turbulent
water, the changing of the atmosphere in weather, the
meanderings of rivers and even
the patterns of the stock
market.
Everything in nature follows
a pattern that is clearly a
design, she said, but not one
that can be easily analyzed.
"It isn't a cause-and-effect
situation. It is an attempt to approach what is the design,
nature and integrity of this
kind of organization of nature,"
she said.
Bradford became interested
in chaos theory when she saw
an art exhibit that used chaos
as the basis for the work. Then
she attended a symposium that
further explained chaos.
"I have been interested in
science and mathematics as an
inspiration for art for many
years," she said. "I think in
dancing, the nature of connection between dancers in ensemble is the same thing that
governs turbulent water."

When Bradford teaches a
workshop on ch aos theory, she
tries to spend some ~ime talking about it and then expresses
it through actions.
"One of the famous thinkers
in chaos theory said that chaos
is not something you talk
about," she said, "chaos is
something you live."
Bradford said she enjoyed doing the workshop because she
li k es work ing with the
students.
"I had been looking for a college or university wher e I could
teach t h is m aterial in a
workshop because I want to
work with educated, bright ,
energized people," she said. "I
have known J ean Elvin for
many years - ever since she
was in one of my productions in
Chicago.
Bradford said that when
Elvin got the job as visiting
guest artist with the Murray
State dance program, she invited Bradford to come here for
the workshop.
Non-dance fac u lty a nd
students as well as dance faculty and students attended the
workshop.
"The workshop was really
successful because of th e
diverse amount of people t hat
participated. We had about 18
people at the workshop," she
said.
·
At the workshop, Bradford used activities to convey the
meaning of chaos.
"It is hard to describe the expression of chaos theory in
words. One of t he most successful activities that we did at
the workshop was what I call
undersea ani ma l walk i n g
because it reminds me a lot of

the fish at the aquarium," she
said. "All the fish swim at a
really high rate of speed and
there are never any crashes."
Chaos theory is a concept that
is studied internationally and
pertains to a wide number of
fields.
"People in fields such as
ph ysiology, p hysics ,
mathematics, animal population control and ecology are
very interested in it,'' she said.
While at Murray State, Bradford is working on a dance piece
that involves chaos theory.
" I will be here until Nov. 10.
This weekend, I have a rehearsal scheduled for people who
are interested in being in the
piece on chaos. The piece will be
part of the April concert put on
by the dance company," she
said.
Elvin said that anyone interested in participating should
contact her.
"People who aren't in the
dance program but are interested in being a part of the
Apr il performance need to come
to one of the rehearsals. No experience is necessary," Elvin
said.
Rehearsals will begin at 3
p.m. Friday, 1:15 p.m. Saturday
and 10:45 a.m. Sunday in the
dance studio in the back of
Lovett Auditor ium.
Once the piece is written,
Bradford plans to make it into
an evening-long production in
Chicago.
Elvin said Bradford's visit
has b enefited the dance
program.
"Anytime you have one person in dance, it is always
beneficial to have the students
work with someone new

ROBIN HOOD
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GONE MAD

Top ules this week:
1. "Home Alone" (Fox)
2. "The Rescuers Down
Under" (Disney)
3. "Ghost" (Paramount)
4. "The Jungle Book"
(Disney)
5. "The Terminator II"
(Hemdale)

Top video rentals this week:
1. "Dances With Wolves"
(Orion)
2. "The Doors" (Live)
3. "The Hard Way" (MCAUniversal)
4. "Home Alone" (Fox)
5. "The Godfather Part Ill"
(Paramount)

because there are so many different styles in the dance
world,'' she said. "It is wonderful for the students to be exposed to someone else's philosophy
and style."
In addition, Elvin said, the
students are learning some important skilJs because of Bradford's different approaches, including new ideas about how to
find new movements that are
different.
"They are learning how to
relate movement to larger concepts, such as science theories
and chaos theory," she said.
Although people cannot make
real day-to-day applications of
chaos theory, Bradford said, it
provides a way to look at nature
holistically.
"You aren't trying to see one
single cause and effect," she
said. "You ar e seeing a
multitude of causes a nd effects,
and I think it is very beautiful
spiritually because it is so
inclusive."
Bradford said she is very impressed with the dance program
at Murray State.
"I was most impressed by the
great diversity in the
students," she said, "and the
wide range of interests, talents
and cultural backgrounds. The
dancers are very open, equal
and generous in learning
something new."
Bradford said that chaos
theory would leave a lasting effect on the dancers exposed to
it.
"I think chaos theory will
always be something a few
dancers will get excited about,"
she said. "It is something very
current and fun for young
students to learn."

'
MUSIC
Top Singles:
1. "Romantic'' Karyn White
(Warner Bros.)
2. "Emotions" Mariah Carey
(Columbia)-- Gold (More than
500,000 singles sold.)
3. "Cream" Prince a nd the
N.P.G. (Palsely Park)
4. "Do Anything" Natural Se-lection (Eastwest)
5. "Can't Stop This Thing We
Started" Bryan Adams (A&M)
Top country singles:
1. "Anymore" Travis Tritt
(Warner Bros.)
2. "Someday" Alan Jackson
(Arista)
3. "New Way to Light Up an
Old Flame" Joe Diffie (Epic)
4. "Keep It Between The
Lines" Ricky Van Shelton (Columbia)
5. "Tempted" Marty Stuart
(MCA)
Graphic by LEANN BUCKUH
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SPORTS
Injuries take players out of game
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

Along with the hype
associated with being an
athlete comes the pressure to
succeed and the ever-increasing
risk of injury.
Just this year alone the Mur·
ray State Racer football team
has suffered at least six knee
injuries - two serious enough
to keep players out for a while if
not forever.
Joe Lepsis, a sophmore from
Frisco, .Texas, said he bas torn
several muscles and ligaments
and has been using a knee
brace and crutches for the last
six weeks.
"I was injured in the second
game of the season," Lepsis
said. "I still don't know who hit
me. We couldn't even find it on
the game film. I won't be able to
play for at least a year. After
that, who knows?"
Lepsis recently started
physical therapy, in which he is
learning to recover full mobili·
ty of his knee.
Another player who has been
seriously injured is Tomas
Cobb, a freshman from White
Plains, N.Y. He was injured a
few weeks ago in the Tennessee
State game.
"It was on the kickoff," Cobb
said. "I was on the bottom of a
pile, and another player came
and hit me right above the
knee. I ruptured tendons and
ligaments, which caused a
blood clot to form in the knee. I
have to undergo surgery in
either January or February."
Cobb said he has been told
that he may not be able to play
football again, but he is op·
timistic.
"I have been through a
serious injury and rehabilita·

tion before," he said. "I can
come back from this one."
MSU's tl·ack team will also
suffer from Cobb's injury,
because he runs the 400-meter
Front view of
dash.
"I'm hoping to at least run
track next year,'' Cobb said. "I
want to get my knee back in
shape for that. I know I'll be out
of football for at leaat a year."
"It took me a while to adjust
to the injury, especially while I
was in the hospital. But I'm
okay with it now," Cobb said.
The main job of head trainer
Tom Simmons is to help keep
Side blow
the athletes from getting in·
jured. Simmons said knee in·
juries most often occur when
players plant their feet on the
ground and twist at the waist to
block an opposing player. The
oncoming player then hits the
straight knee above the planted
foot, severely tearing ligaments
and muscles.
Simmons helps athletes pre·
Thigh collapses
vent injuries by making sure
they are taped up properly
toward foot
before the game, by bandaging
injuries after they occur and by
taking care of the field and
keeping it properly maintained.
Medial collateral
He also makes sure athletes are
fitted with the right equipment.
ligament tears
"After an athlete is injured,
from stress
we secure the injured area and
Front view of knee
have it carefully evaluated by
after It buckles
the doctor," Simmons said.
"After the doctor looks at it and
diagnoses the problem, we then
just make sure to follow the doctor's orders.
"Each athlete is an individual," he said, "and the in·
juries are not always the same.
You can't make generalities
when it comes to medicine.
You've got to treat each injury
differently according to the Source· MODERN PRINCIPLES OF ATHLETIC TRAINING
athlete and what's ,wrong.''
..,.
-<A..~
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Knee Injuries

knee

...
: '

Surgery Is rarely done on tom medial
collateral ligaments unless.other knee
surgery Is being done. Instead the
athlete will train the thigh muscles to
compensate for the tom ligament.
This injury happens to defensive
linemen when they are blocking
and another player hits the locked
knee from the side.

Graphic by TARA JOY DONNER

Racers to face OVC power
Eastern in Saturday's game

Edgar scopes
team, players
at scrimmage

By ERIC WALKER

By KRIS LAWRENCE

Assistant Sports Editor

Staff Writer

The Murray State men's
basketball team played its
annual Blue-Gold game
Tuesday night in Racer
Arena, and first-year
coach Scott Edgar said he
considered it "just another
practice."
Popeye Jones scored a
game-high 29 points and
pulled down 16 rebounds
to lead the Blue team to a
95·88 victory.
Jamal Evans scored 18
points and Scott Sivills added 16 for the Blue. Edgar
said Sivills and Bo
Walden, a junior college
transfer student from
Wentworth (Mo.) Military
Academy impressed him
the most, aside ·from
Jones.
"They really did a good
job for us on both ends of
the floor ... on offense and
defense," he said.
Other junior college
transfer students played
key roles in the scrimmage, as well. Newcomers
Maurice Cannon and Darren Hill scored 20 points
each, and Rafael Peterson
contributed 19 points to
lead the Gold team.
Edgar used the game as
an opportunity to see how

.

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

Cedric Gumm (left) denies a pass to Bo Walden during the
Blue-Gold lntrasquad scrimmage Tuesday night In Racer
Arena.

his players would perform
in a game situation, and
he said be found several
things that could be
improved.
"We saw a lot of areas
that could be cleaned up,"
he said. "I think the area

that needs to be cleaned
up the most is turnovers
. . . both teams combined
for 46. We also have to
learn to push through the
fatigue and try to concentrate a little bit more
when we get tired."

It's the age-old story of David
and Goliath. In this case, David
is the struggling and injured
Murray State Racers (2-6, 0-4 in
the OVC), and Goliath is the
powerhouse of the Ohio Valley
and No. 2-ranked NCAA Divi·
sion 1 AA Eastern Kentucky
Colonels (7-1, 4-0 in the OVC).
And what Racer head coach
Mike Mahoney and his players
are looking for is a good old·
fashioned miracle.
"Eastern is a very good foot·
ball team," Mahoney said in a
press conference Tuesday.
"They are very poised. They
don't panic and they keep coming at you."
For much of the season,
however, many teams have
been "coming at" the Racers.
After being beat Saturday 45·7
in a contest against Tennessee
Tech, the Murray State squad
will, sooner or later, have to
"come out" and meet its op·
ponents head on in search of its
third victory.
"This was the ftrst time this
season that we didn't play very
hard. There were no excuses,"
he said. "We'll have to play our
best this season if we are going
to beat Eastern."
Despite strong efforts by standouts Greg Armstrong, Butch
Mosby, Craig Hopson and
Kevin Gibbs, and notching six
tackles and 27 yards lost to

Racer of the Week
Doug Hawthorne competed in singles
and reached the quarterfinals In doubles
at the 1991 Rolex Southern Intercollegiate Tennis Championships in Athens,
Ga., Nov. 1·4 and was named Racer of
the Week.
The senior recreation major from
Bloomington, Ill., was 29·8 In singles
during the 1990-91 season and also
claimed the OVC title with doubles
partner Scott Yarbrough.
' Hawthorne won the state doubles
title as a junior in high school, was a
two-time champion of Western doubles
and received All-American honors.

\J--RA_CER
__
RE_PO_
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Down to the wire
The Racer volleyball team was defeated Friday by a powerful Eastern Kentucky team, but
managed to bounce back Saturday with a convincing four-set victory over the lady Eagles of
Morehead State University.
The win over Morehead moved the Racers
into a tie for third with the lady Eagles In the
Ohio Valley Conference with only two conference toes remaining before tournament action
begins Nov. 22-24 in Cookeville, Tenn.
Story on Page 12
Doug Hawthorne

" We'll have to
play our best
this season if
we are going to
beat Eastern."
Mike Mahoney
football coach

Tech's five tackles and 16 yards
lost, Mahoney said key tackles
were not made.
"It was not the case across the
board on defense. We gave up a
lot of plays, and we missed a lot
of tackles," he said.
For the ftrst time since the
Southern lllinois game in early
September, injuries, which
have seemed to plague the
Racers all season, did not occur.
Looking forward to Satur·
day's match, some familiar
faces may appear. Norman
Mims, Rick Miller, Matt
Horsey and Chaz Carpenter,
who played briefly against
Tech, may see action against
the Colonels and could give
Murray State a needed boost.
But a boost may not be
enough to go against Eastern,
which is coming off a 27-20 nail·
biting win over Tennessee
State despite being down 13-7
at halftime.
Mahoney said he will keep his

eyes peeled for Colonel
tailbacks Tim Lester and
Markus Thomas. Lester has
racked up 11 touchdowns and
66 points this season. and
Thomas has rushed for 221 '
yards and one TD against Tennessee State, as well as scoring
three touchdowns in last year's 1
45-0 win over Murray State.
On the line, the Racers will
face some serious senior poun·
dage from 6-foot-2, 292·pound
tackle Carl Satterly; 6·foot-2.
272-pound guard Mike Roth; ,
and 6-foot-4, 242-pound defen· ~
sive end David Wilkins.
•
Mosby, who performed well in
last week's game, said the
team's attitude is low, but the
players have to keep striving
for the win.
"It's low, but it can't be,"
Mosby said. "We have to be on
an emotional high to go against
Eastern. We have no choice but
to be up."
Barring last year's meeting
between the two schools,
Mahoney said, the games bet·
ween Eastern and Murray have
been memorable ones.
"I feel we play better againstEastern than any other team,"•
Mahoney said. "The overtime
game in 1988 was great. The
1989 game was tremendous ;
with their 38-36 win.
..
"We need to erase the com··,
puter tapes from last year," he
said, "and regain some of the •"
old magic."
•

Knocked knees

Racer taekwondo?

The Racer football team has had an
up hill climb from the beginning of the
1991 season, however, tough opponents and various other elements have
only partly contributed to the disappointing season. Injuries have attacked
the team like the plague, and the most
prolific and frustrating have been Injuries to the knee.
Six Racers have had their season
interrupted by nagging knee injuries,
and two of them may have seen their
football careers at Murray State, or
anywhere else for that matter, come to
an abrupt end.

Tung Dinh, instructor at the Murray
Taekwondo School,led his team of five
Murray State students to seven gold
medals and one silver at the 16th Na·
tional Collegiate Taekwondo Champi.onships In Palatine, Ill.
Dinh was encouraged by his young
team's immediate success at such a
high level of competition and looks
forward to expanding the University's
program, which is sponsored by the
intramural department, into a national.
powerhouse within five years.
The team received the medals in
both form and sparring competitions. ,:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------.:
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Volleyball
loss,
win
posted
.
' By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

The Murray State Racer
volleyball team played two
,hard -fought matches this
weekend, giving up the first
'and winning the second:
' Friday night the Racers met
;the Eastern Kentucky Lady
,Colonels and were easily
defeated 10-15. 4 15 and 6-15.
'- "I was a little disappointed
with our playing on Friday
night," said coach Oscar
Segovia. "We couldn't seem to
:get it together."
Saturday night the Racers
came onto the court a different
team. Morehead State was
tough, but the Racers prevailed
13-15, 15-6, 15-4 and 15-3.
Jill Doty led the Racers with
19 kills and 20 digs. Denise

' 'We have worked on our communication and
attitude more
than anything
else."
Oscar Segovia
volleyball coach

Donnelly had 24 assists.
"Saturday night we worked
on our passing and serving,''
said Racer Beth Bair. "We
seemed to just click Saturday. I
feel that our schedule coming
up is going to be pretty hard,
but if we play like we did this

past weekend we'll do really
well.''
"We have worked on our communication and attitude more
than anything else," Segovia
said. ''I'm very optimistic that
we are going to finish strong.
Right now we are tied for third
in the OVC, and I'm hoping to
go into postseason play ranked
at least third if not fourth.
"I would like us to stay as
close to the top in the rankings
as possible,'' he said. "With the
great players that are showing
themselves every week, I feel
that we '11 finish really strong.
"Beth Bair played a superb
match for us Saturday night
against Morehead," Segovia
said. "She showed great composure and defense.''
The Racers travel to Little

..... .......
... ..
. . ..... ...
. .....
... '
•

0

Rock, Ark., this weekend.
They'll play the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock,
Arkansas State and St. Louis.
"The tournament coming up
this weekend is going to be
tough, but we're all looking for·
ward to it. This tournament
should get us ready to faee
Southeast Missouri next
week,'' said Doty.
Segovia said the Racers must
have the desire to win.
"I want this tournament to be
like the postseason tournament," said Segovia. "I want
the desire and discipline to be
there. This is going to be a very
important tournament, and if
we can come out of it with a few
wins in our column, then the
end of the season will go pretty
smoothly."

•

•

•

0

• • • • •

'
Photo courtesy of TUNG DINH
I

Taekwondo award winners are shown with their medals from
national competition In Palatine, Ill. The clasals Instructed by
Tung Dlnh.

Lady Racers spar in intrasquad game Competitors win
By SCOTT FLEMING
Sports Editor

The Lady Racers' annual
Blue·Gold scimmage Halloween night was close from start
to finish, but the Blue team
won 77-75.
Every loose ball saw several
players diving on the floor, and
almost every time someone shot
the ball a hand was in her face.
And the rewards may come as
early as Christmas for the Lady
Racers, because head coach
Kelly Breazeale has made the
players an offer. "If they have a
winning record or are playing
good, tough basketball at
Christmas, they get to wear
black Reebok pumps,"·
Breazeale said.
"Black shoes indicate a little
bit of attitude, a little bit of
cockiness and confidence," she
said, "and that's what we want
our girls to have. When they
walk out on the floor, they want
to walk out owning the floor.
"They're a little bit different;
people who wear them usually
I back them up with a little bit of
tough play and are more aggressive and a little bit cocky,"
Breazeale said.

She said the idea was a collaboration between her, assistant coach Vanessa Gray and
assistant coach Terence Brooks.
"We've got the talent," she
said, "it's just an attitude thing
now."
Breazeale said she was very
pleased with the effort and hustle on the floor during the BlueGold game.
''I was real pleased with the
aggressiveness and our defense,
because if there was a loose
ball,.there were 10 people going
for it," Breazeale said. "I was
fairly pleased with our execution. They had just been introduced to a couple of those offensive sets, but timing was a
little bit off.
"Allison Gallimore just did a
Photo courtesy of KELLY BREAZEALE
super job," she said, referring
to the outstanding four·for-six Head coach Kelly Breazeale shows off the black Reebok pump.
three-point field goals that lead The Lady Racers could be wearing them after Christmas - prothe Blue team to victory with vided they have a winning record.
22 points.
Breazeale said senior Julie
"Fondo Garner had a great
"Angie Waldon did a good job, game on the boards, and is fun Pinson and sophomore Jennifer
and if she does not want to be to watch play," Breazeale said. Parker are the team's most constopped, she just can't be stop· Garner led the Gold team with sistant players, while freshman
ped,'' Breazeale said. Waldon 22 points on eight-for·l2 field Rachelle Cadwell was a pleahad 21 points and nine re- goal shooting and pulled down sant suprise, dishing out eight
bounds for the Blue team.
eight rebounds.
assists.

:For Yl[[ 'Your Jewe[rg ~etfs

J-fo:ff~ng
~taurant

taekwondo honors
By KRIS LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

Before leaving for the 16th National Collegiate Taekwondo
Championships in Palatine, lll., instructor Tung Dinh said
he hoped only to help his team members gain experience.
When the team captured seven gold medals and one silver,
Dinh said he was pleasantly surprised.
"We fmally realized that we could win," said Dinh of Murray's first national competition. "Before I wasn't sure, but
now I know how good my students are."
Murray State students Scott Bazzell, H.L. Hussman, John
Moorman, William Rhemus and Tamara Storm each received
gold medals in form, a competition involving the performance of a designated series of techniques fundamental to
taekwondo. Hussman and Storm also received golds and
Rhemus received a silver medal in sparring, the actual oneon-one combat. The tournament, which was held at William
Rainey Harper College, featured representatives from each
of the fifty states.
Now that Dinh has seen that a team from MWTay can fare
well in national competition, he said he hopes to expand the
University's program. He said he sees as his goal the
transformation of the team into a national powerhouse
within five years. To do that, the program, which is funded
through the intramurals office, must attract more students.
Beginning next semester, any student interested in the
sport, regardless of experience, may par'ijcipate..in the newly
formed Taekwondo Club, which will meet two nights a week
in the Carr Health Building. For more information, contact
Dinh at 753-6111, or stop by the Murray Taekwondo School.

~

Opm 7 tfatJS a 'UIU(.

'-

Guitarist

ANDY GURLEY

7

Swufay · 1-'ril/ay 11 a.m. · 9:30p.m.
Saturtfay 4:30p.m. - 9:30 p.m. ·

Luncfi«m Special
Montfay ·1-'riday

LIVE
Thursday, Nov. 14

Su1flfPj/ 'Bififot
11 a.m. · 2 p.m.
$5.75 p{us ta.\:

11 a.m. · 2 p.m.
$3.10p(us ~

7:30p.m.

CaterinB mutinp, wuflftn6 partiu ad ~ts upon 'f'CI[IUSt.

Curris Center Stables

ftfso afHJila6U t:arry·®ts.
Call75J4488

%

FREE

. 641 'J{prtfl

RESERVE

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
KROGER'S
STOREY'S FOOD
. GIANT
MICHELLE ROBY
.
SUSAN MON:t-G.OMERY
JULIE MITCHELL
STACEY CHESTER
KRISTA RALEY
CHRIS VAUGHN
MSU IFC

OFFICERS'

TRIIIIIC

~ -..--~ -

MIL'/#1
Adventure Training
Bufld your ..U-coaf!l:4eftoe 1D 1b1a adting
Army ROTC elec:tift. We'll get you oat cl the
claaroom ud IDto lldYeatwe.

i

IIMYIOTC
'nllllll'l'llf . . . . .

.._1WCUIIIl.

For more information contact
Captain Harrison
(502) 7624123

CORPS
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SCOREBOARD
Average Per Punt........ 26.8
Punt Returns/Yards..... 1/17
Klcl< Returns/Yards... 8/133
Third-Down Conv........ 3/13
Sacks by DefJYards.....0/0
Possession 11me...... 27:22

Football Standings
4-0 (7-1)
4-1
*3-1
2-3
2-3

(6--2)
(4-4)
(4-4)
(2-7)

2-3 (2·1)
*1-5 (1-8)

0-4 (2-6)

• T - - - Slllla'e gttne V8. J•ck8on S..lllld

Slat.'• III'M .... w-.m Krildlr
dMignatld ~QIIIML

~

-

Renuininfl Home G•mes
Nov. 9 - Eastern Kentucky
2 p.m.
Nov. 16 - Southeast Mo. St 1:30 p.m.

Defensive Leaders
Tackles
1li
AI
Wilson

Volleyball Standings
~ ALL
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Middle T.enessee
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State

11-2(16--13)
9-2(16--12)
7-5(12-15)

7-5(14-11)
6-5(14-11)
3-7 (7-20}
3-7 (6--21}
0.12 (6--16)

Tennees. . Tech 45
llurra~ SUite
7
TTU

17

14

14

0

IISU

0

7

0

0

kick).

TTU - Lowery, 1, run (Gipson
kick). •

lTU - Lovelace, 5, pass from
Jones (Gipson kick).
MSU- Redmond, 12, pass from
Lewis (0111 kick).
lTU - Janeway, 22, pass from
Lowery (Gipson kick).

TTU - Upton, 15, pass from
Jones (Gipson kick),
lTU - Hale, 15, pass from

1

Arat Downs.................. 15
Rushes/ Yards........ 36/107
Passing..................... 139
CompJAttJlnt...... 12/2913
Total Offense ..............248
Gain Per Play............. 3.8
Return Yards ................ 17
Fumbles/Lost.............. 111
PenaiUesl Yarde......... 1n1
Interceptions/ Yarda....3/24
Punts/ Yards............4/107

3

3

0

Yerby

3
3
3

2
2
2

1-2
0
0

Stratton
Alctidge

Singles • Lower Bracket
Roger Mlls, Ga. Southern d
Doug Hawthorne
2-6, 6-2, 6-3

Results of the Falrfi•Jd Bay • Pepsi

Classic at Fairfield, Arlt., Novt!1rnb«2-3.

... IS.U.
21
531359
18
711610
457
8.8
25

512

9ns
010
3/109

RACER SPORTS WEER

648
649

650

SPORT

595
598

627
629
630
632
634
639

641
643
643

I

~~·
E. ...-n

Ryan Simon

@

15

EKU
MSU

10

15
4

15
4

Volleyball

ASSISTS- Donnelly 24, Rubio 21,
(with 1) Balr, Highland, Dearworttl,
Webster and Brown.
DIGS· Ooty 20, Balr 14, Rubio 13,
Donn&Uy 11, Dearworth 9, Geralds 6,
Brown 2.

1:\TRAl\'l l lRA.l.S

NorlhQym
7 p.lll.

· TBA

NCAA

Die... Ill

o--..eo.

....,.

Women's

.•.

CrossCountry

T!IIA ':'
:~

lnvllatlol'lal
ColuniiM; Ohio

Rifle

TIA

~~
mvll.

...
I

~OIIIo

TIA

*

I

I

Ho111•

Away

I

-

No Scheduled Event

*Equine
Racl[l
"FSU'
Reckless Abendon

s.o

>1
The"Been"
4-2
Hie's Heroes
2-3
Big (UK) Blue
2-3
Plimetlme
1-3
Runnln' Rabbis
o-s
"FSU" d. Big (UK) Blue 31-25; The
•ee.a• d. Hlll8's Hsaroes 28-15.
Thomas
End Zone Prone
6-0
Cereal Klllera
4-1
The Mutants
4-1

Ibe.~ZQ

W:..L

L.ongballa
Wannabee's
Red Guns
Cotton Clubbers
Jukes
Runnln' Rebels
WarMongers
TNA

•••••

··:;'

U.~Mt.

CrossCountry

Results of Intramural Footbal as of
w~. November6.

.t1llL

Boutlle..t llo.

·.•· ",,,,, ':::tcuim·y.

Men's

15
3

lndlyldua) Leaders
KILLS - Ooty 19, Balr 17, Donnelly 7,
Brown 7, Rl.tllo 2, De.worth 1, Webster

a

(Exhibition)
1:15 , .....

'· Until; o1 Arii.•Utllt Rciolt ::;

Lady Racers V& Morehead Star. North
Gym Noverrber 2.

15
6

~ Ca111pbell l0

Basketball
15
6

Thul'ldey 14

7:10p.m.
WBLH
103.7 FM
fort

Women's

lndlyldual Leaders
KILLS· Doty 7, Brown 7, Webster 3,
Balr 2, Baly 2, (with 1) Donnelly,
Morthland and Dearworth.
ASSISTS • Donnelly 9,Rublo 5,
Highland 3, Brown 2, Bally 1.
DIGS. Donnelly 14, Doty 9, Dearworth
8, Balr 5, Bally 4, Brown 3, (with 1)
Geralds, Morthlanc:l and Rubio.

13
15

.

(Exlllblllon)

Basketball

Lady RactHS vs. Ea8t8m Kentucky
North Gym November 1.

T.,.., 12 Weclneeday 1S

Monday 11

WlllH
101.7 I'M
l'ort '
Campbell

Men's

\'(ll.l.f.YBALI .

&Midly 10

K"luolty
2 P.lllo

Evan Beck

>1
>1

Beta Rho Rhi'loa
Motorheade
J.C. & the Boy•
Armageddon Boys

4-2
3-2
1-3
()..5

Wannabees d. Long Balla 2()..13; Red
Guna d. RuMin' Rebels 24·12; Runrin'
Rebels d. Cotton Clubbers 28-21 i Long
Balla d. Jukes 19·8; War Mongers d.
Jukes 54.0; Red Guns d. TNA 26·14;
WI¥VIabee's d. War Mongers 19-6.

10. Sam Houston St. (6-1-1) (5)
11. Furman (~2) (13)
12. James Madison (7-2) (14)
13. Boise State (~2) (15)
14. Samford (8· 1) (18)
15. Marshall (5-3) (19)
16. Wesrem Illinois (~2-1) (12)

Brayts
48efe
CatDaddys
Eaglet
Macho's Arrrrf
Long Gone
Bad Taste
Protruding Foreheads

18. Ctadel (5-3) (NR)
19. McNeese St (4-3-1) (NR)
20. Appalachian St. (~3) (T10)

Macho's Arrrrf d. Protruding Foreheads
7..0; Bad Taste d. 48'ers 38-24.

topther.

().4

frattrnlty
AXA

6-0
4-1

ATQ
1lKA
l:X

4-2
4-2

m

2-3
2-4
1-6

AI"P
ItA
UB

().5

AXA d. m 48·6; AfP d. KA 18-12;
Anl d. DC 28-6; 1lKA d. UB 27-<l.

W:.L:I

Sorority
AOri
D:t

4-1.0
3-2.0
2-1-1
2-2-1
1-3-0
1-4-0

AA.Il
Untoud\ablel

ArA
ABA

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Halloween winners
During the Lady Racers' Blue-Gold game Halloween night,
prizes were given for the best costume worn by a male, the
best costume worn by a female and the rowdiest group.

Ham=

o-s

3-3
1-4
1-6

Cereal Killers d. J.C. & the Boya 40-0;
The Mutants d. Beta Rho Rhlno8 19-12;
End Zone Prone d. Motomeada 38.0.

1. Nevada-Reno (9-0) (1)
2. EASTERN KEN11JCKY (7·1) (2
3. Holy Cross (8-0) (3)
4. Northern Iowa (7-1) (4)
5 . Alabama Stare (7-0-1) (6)
6. MIDDLE TENNESSEE (~2) (7)
7. New
(7-1) (8)
8. Delaware 8-1) (9)
9. Villanova (7-1) (TtO)

+1

601
623
626

F~y

Football

1.

Singles - Upper Bracket
Eduard Scherer, Aorlda lnfl. d
Jimmy Brooks
6-4, Nl

Team Finishes
1. U. of Mlnn&sota
2. Southwest Texaa St
3. Ole Miss
4. Mei11Jhls State
5. Alabarrll Birmingham
6. Southern Mlssl88lppl
7. New Orleans
8. Southeastern Louisiana
9. Delta Stale
10. U. ofTem.-Martln
11. U. of Nebraska
12. Centenary
13. Louisiana Tech.
14. Jackson State

645

Racer lndlyldual $tandlngs
Prtoe C>aldey
Dirk Brtoker
P.,l Clements

MSU
MoSU

Todd, 1, pass defensed.
Slllmon, 1. fumble forced.

Doubles
Hawthorne/Scot Yarbrough d.
Brown/Vanllngen, Ole Mise 6-4, 1.0, 6-2
Hawthorne/Yarbrough d .
Perman/Vande PletemBn, t.lam17-5, 6-4
Culley/ Yeager KenlU<:ky d.
Hawthorne/ Yarbrough 6-3, 7-5

TTU - Gipson, 25, field goal.
lTU - Queen, 61 , run (Gipson

(, M..Sll

Todd

lnt8fCOI/eglale T•nnl• ChlurfJ/ofiShlps at
Athens, Ga., NoVf!lrrtbflr t -4.

~ F()(lTB..-\ IJ.

-

0
0
0
0

Results of the 1991 R~x South8m

7 p.m.

Beaman (Gipson kick).
I
I

Silmon

2
2
1
2

~TENNIS

R.,.inlnfl Hom. G.,. .
Nov. 12 - Southeast Mo. St 7 p.m.
Nov. 16 - Austin Peay

I.L.:.X.d

7
8
5
4

Diehl
Hobaon

15. Murray State
16. Arkansas State
17. Northeast Louisiana
18. Wichita State

2/0

32:38

Offensive Leaders
RUSHING • Murray State, McGowan
40, Sypho 25, Cox 17, Reynolds 13,
Lewls11 . Tennessee Tech, Queen 180,
Shackelford 63, Lowery 59, Anderson
26, Jones 18.
PASSING· Murray State, Lewis 11 24-3 135, 1 TO, long 24, Prodor 1-3-0
4, 0 TO,Iong 4, Mosby 0-2.0 0, 0 TO.
Tennessee Tech, Jones 4-13-0 52,2
TO, long 16, Beaml¥\2-2.0 24, 1 TO,
long 15, Lowery 1·1.0 22, 1 TO, long 22.
RECEIVING • Murray State, Mosby
86, Redmond 46, Rosa 17, McGowan 8,
Bland 4. Tennessee Tech, Hale 24,
Janeway 22, Farmer 16, Bowen 16,
Upton 15.

~ALL

Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Murray State

36.3
2/1
2/28
5/12

Jay Shupp of Alpha Tau Omega won the best-dressed male
award, and Emily McKaskle of Alpha Sigma Alpha won the
best-dressed female award.
The rowdiest group award went to the Racer volleyball
1·- ·~ team •

-

Lady Racer head coach Kelly Breazeale said that more
than 60 cans offood were collected and donated to Need Line.

17. Lehigh (7-1) (T20)

Breazeale and the Lady Racers would like to thank the
Greeks and all the people who came out to see the game.

~ Ona OVC lftm hall now a~
In 1M poll lor 14.2 etra18ftt W..U.
II tha
110th tbna that two teame heve been J'll.llbd

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

The Slster8 of Theta Chi Delta
would Uke to thank Brandon,
Chris, Traoe, and Eric rorbelng
' .egdedlcatedandhlgh-splrtted.
We Love You All II

Alpha Delta PI House Crew
You'm Awesome. Thanks for
everything! Let's sit and not
study and watch Dayal PI Love
-Stephanie.

• of Alpha Gamma Rho
Brothers
- Thariks for the great Hal• loween mlxerl Love - The
Sisters or Alpha Delta Pl.

Jason - Don't worry about
this weekend Godwll take care
of you. I love youI Angela

The sisters or Alpha Omicron
PI would like to thank the brothera of Sigma Phi Epsilon for an
aweaomeHaloweenmlxerand
Haunted House. We all had a
blastI
Chad, I love you more than
anything In the whole wide
world. Happy Anniversary. See
you soon. LeAnn.
Herbie, How about a rendezvous tonight? I'll be waiting to
hear from youl Love always,

• Betsl·
Lulgl - lf I move I'm really going
to miss you ifyou don't go. But,
, on the bright side, I guess we'll
beattendlnglotsofballgamesl

Bridget, CongratulaUons on
yourfleldplacement. You'll do
fine. Tmnt.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

NOTICE

Dear Blond Bimbo - I don't
mind you using rrtf computer,
but next time will you please
dean the white-out of1 of the
8Cf'88n When you'm finished?
Love- Your Box of Rocks.

BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP
WANlEDIII NORTH AMERICA'S BESTDAMNTOURCO.
ONLY H-LIFE CAN OFFER
YOUAFREESPRII\IGBREAK
TRIP FOR EVERY 20 PAID
AND A CHANCE TO WIN A
YAMAHA WAVEJAMMER.
JOIN THOUSANDS OF
OTHER CAMPUS REPS
CALL NOW 1-800-263-5604.

8 Day, 7 night Aorlda/Bahamas CNise for two. $340 Ineludes hotel and Cl\llse ex·
penee. Call762-3431.

IFREEl Junior Panhellenlc Ia
hosting a fashion show TOOrs·
day,November14, 1991,startlng at8p.m.lntheCUnle Center
Theater located on the 3rd
level. Please come and catch
the latest fashions.

Admiral, If you round the bag
then you might get picked ott,
but It ma1<es to be caught steellng that much harder. Chief

Tom Brockman-The Sisters
of Sigma Sigma Sigma would
like to wish you good luck In
Mr. M.S.U.
To the brothers of Sigma PI
Thanks for all of yourgeneroslty and for a gmat Fall Fest.
l.oYe, the Sisters of Alpha
Gamma Delta.
To the brothers of Alpha Tau
OmegaandSigmlctL Thanks
tor a super Halloween mixer.
Love, the sisters of Alpha
Gamma Delta.
Please recycle I

1be Murray State

BUSINESS
SERVICES

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED
Eam $2500 & Free trlps seiHng
Spring Break Packages to
Bahemas, Mexico, Jamaica,
Rortdal Best trips & Prtcesl
Spring BreekTravel1-800-6388788.
Research project grad. and
marketing stud&nts. Fast profect to complete before Christmas. REC energy control computer product Call Andrea tor
speca. 753-2400.

Need a job? Let The MurrayNews help you find one and
eam some extra cash I

News

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Wed. • 3 p.m.

Male modele needed for local
calendar send photallnfo to:
Starksbound Photography
P.O. Box 54, Dukedom, TN.
382.26.

FOR SALE
Drafting Table for sale. $75.
Call759~.

COBRA Trapshooter Radar
Detectorforsale. 762-6267.
FOR SALE: OlDER MODEL
21"TELEVISION, $30. Works
with cable and most VCRs.
Call762-2558.

NOTICE
$150 REWARD leading to the
arrest and conviction of the
pereon and persons who destroyedtwoelgns at the SIGMA
PI FRATERNITY HOUSE on
the night of October 23, 1991.
Send Information c/o President.
Housing Ccxporallon, 210 S.
Skaggs, Han1sburg, IL 62946,
or call753·8225 or 753·9030.
TAKE YOUR BREAK IN
GREAT BRITAIN! Exchange
vacallons arranged between
studentsIn Englandand Amer·
lca.Diacountalrfareavallable.
Contact
STUDENTS
ABROAD, LTD. P.O. Box944
Orangevale, CA 95662. Tel
(800)42S-8538.Fax(916)6351165.
Classlfleclt w011d Try It

RATES
Wlh MSU ID: 15¢ per word
Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
Over Twenty Words
With MSU ID: 10t per WOtd
Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Hours: Monday, Wednesday and
Friday 2:30 - 5:00,Tuesday and Thursday 1-4 p.m.
Closed weekends and holidays.

Classifteds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Thank You

Beta Tau Pledge Class
for a fantastic retreat!
We Love You!
The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta

INDEX

LOST

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
QUICK. lnnc:MdiYe Prlntng
1623 Hwy 121 Bypua. 753·
8802.
TyplngServloe8offered.Qualltywork,donefall$1 perpege,
lnc:ludel apel-check. Cal759-

4n2.

FOR RENT
Lake Front Cabin Pine BluffBy Day (Min. 2 days) orWeelt<.
Deposit Required. 753-9658.
2 + B8droom HOUse partial or
unfurnished, 15mln.fromMSU.
AvaJiable December. $425
month. 436-6098.

Looking for a OJ for your next
party, mixer, or social event?
Cal Luke Davts at (901) 8428408. Reasonable ratn, good
music and lights Included.
AdvertiM your service In the
clualfleda. Stop by Room 111
Whorl Hal tor lnformdon.

Loet: Red Ping Pong Padcle
CUew/2padclet. $2519W8rd.
Call Kay. 762-2558.

MISC.
MSU Escort SeMoe, Dept. of
Public 5afety offett escort
service after cfat1( 7 days a
week. Call 762·2222.
"Ubi lgnus Eat?" - Jonathon
DavldAndrewa I, Esquire

Good luck to all par11dpants In
1991 Mr. MSU.
Welcome to d MSU parantsl
Have a great weekendI

Send a stressed friend
a tension breaking
message in the
classifieds
For only $1.
.......................
The Mun:ay State News

PERSOHAI..S
Root.IMATES

BUSffESS
SERVICES

FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST a FOUND

RIDES

MISC..
NOTICE

GOOD LUCK

BRIAN WILMURTH

Mall
Cash or

Check to:

The Murray State New.
Box 2609 Unl-venlty Station
Muuay. KY 42071

Bueball Carda

Drop off at

or

WU.on

'1.~ 1)"9Dqi'

~

on Mr. MSU and
Happy Birthday
M LOtVE 'YOV.!

Room 111.

•Buy, Sell, Tract..

81e s. 4th St.
Boan:
Moodlly-Tuelday-'l'hundlly 2:30 p.m.-7:00p.m.

!Mom, 'Dat£ Sanay ana !RJJ6

Friday
2:~ p.m.- 6!00 p.m.

Saturday

10:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.
Ooeed Wectne.day and Sunday

;

Ball.

Suppltn

,.,.. Murray State News
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BUDGET

APPEALS

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

''If they're in a budget crunch
like they say they are - and I
think they are - they (the
legislators) will look at the
least expensive example then
cut it, and the institutions will
be significantly damaged."
In other action:
• Western Kentucky Universi·
ty president Thomas Merideth
asked the council to delay ac·
tion to approve its plans for a
doctoral program.
Merideth cited the current
condition of the budget for not
pursuing the program ~t this
time.
• The council approved
another motion by Hable to
allow the University of Ken·
tucky's Somerset Community
College to expand into Laurel
County instead of funding
Eastern Kentucky University
to build a new community college in London-Corbin.
EKU president Hanly
Funderburk strongly opposed
the motion, calling it a "back·
door approach" to create a new
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community college.
Rose said he supported
Funderburk's contention that
the University of Kentucky was
overriding the system.
..The council staff bad recommended that EKU be granted

•

4.6

the go-ahead to expand, and
then Hable recommends these
changes," he said. "If the coun·
cil continues to behave the way
it has since I have been on it,
UK will continue to dominate
education in Kentucky."

decision, she said.
"A good point of the new
policy is that students have until 20 days into the next
semester to file an appeal,"
France said. "The fall seme!'ler
is considered the next semester
for summer school students."
With this time limit, she said,
the proceedings will not drag
on.
"The new policy will go into
effect as soon as it is approved
by the Academic Council next
semester," said J ames Booth,
provost and vice president for
academic affairs. ' ' T h e
academic appeals board will be
headed by Harvey Elder, pr ofessor of math and statistics."
The new procedure puts
responsibility on both students
and teachers to keep accurate
records of the work done,
returned or kept, France said.
"The student must keep all
returned work from the class in
question in order to make his
case, .. she said.

Books are easy targets for theft
By LEIGH LANDINI

somewhere inside the book.
If a student's books are
As each fall semester begins
''We prosecute
stolen, he should report the
to wind down, the number of
theft to public safety and the
every case. I
textbooks stolen from Murray
University Store, McDowell
State University students often
don't give
said.
increases.
anyone any
Bob Bradl ey, owner of
Public safety has reported
Bradley Book Co., said students
three textbook thefts so far this
slack. "
should alert both his store and
semester, but Sgt. Tommy
t he University Store when a
Phillips, public safety inBob Bradley
book is stolen. He said students
vestigator, said t.hnt at this
owner of Bradley
should also notify public safety.
time of the semester books
Book
Co.
"As long as we're looking for
make easy theft targets.
a stolen book ," Br adley said,
Phillips said books are stolen
"we can find it.''
because they can be sold for
money at the end of the
He said students should be
One of the best methods of
semester at both the University
able
to identify their books
foiling this cdme is for each
Store and Bradley Book Co.
without
looking. By putting a
Books are often stolen when student to write his name or a name or wm·d in a book, the stuthey are left unattended, he code name on a specific page of dent can be sure that it is his.
every book he owns, Phillips
said.
Bradley said highlighting the
The best thing for students to said.
He said it is best when a stu- book or marking an exercise is
do, he said, is to avoid taking
not enough to identify a book.
books places where bags have dent can write "something that
would be unique to that per·
The University Store's policy
to be left unattended.
son"
to identify the book.
on refunds for replacement
Students whose book bags are
Stolen books are often sold to texts for stolen books is that the
stolen may lose more than just
a few textbooks. Phillips said one of the bookstores for cash student must have a receipt.
McDowell said if a student exmany students keep their Racer near the end of the semester.
Bobby McDowell, manager of plains the situation to him or
Cards and checkbooks in their
book bags and, as a result, the University Store, said the his staff and if the book is found
thieves can write and cash best way for a student to iden- withi n a reasonable time
checks with student tify a book is to write his name frame, then the student will
on the first few pages or receive a refund.
identification.
News Editor

The University Store has
ways of checking to see if a book
is stolen, McDowell said. He
said the staff checks the book
buy-back slip for the book's
serial number and compares it
to a master list of books. If a
book is listed as stolen, the
bookstore staff reports it to the
public safety office.
Bradley Book Co. will prosecute if a person tries to sell a
stolen book to the store,
Bradley said.
"If we catch the person who
stole the book, we go to the
MwTay Police Department to
press charges," he said. "We
prosecute every case. I don't
give anyone any slack."
In addition to the criminal
charges, the book company
makes t he person who stole the
book pay t he full price of the
book to the . person he stole it
from.
Bradley's book buy-back pro·
cedure makes a student present
a photo form of identification
that includes a social security
number. The staff examines
each book to see if it has been
stolen, he said.
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Enter the Air Force;=..~
~'V~r graduation -- without waiting for
the results of your State Boards. You can
earn great benefits as an Air Force nurse
officer. And if selected during your senior
year, you may qualify for a five-month
internship at a major Air Force medical
. facility. To apply, you11 need an overall2.50
GPA. Serve your country w~le you serve
your career.
USAF HEALTHPROFmSIONS
TOIL FREE
1-800423-USAF
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GETWELL
BIRTHDAYS
HOUDAYS
FRATERNITIES &
SORRORITIES

Baskets Made to Order/
For basket list and prices
send SASE to:
311 Highwood Circle
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-7088
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TONIGHT!!
NovemberS
at7:30 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium

SUPagec
Featuring:

TONIGHT!!
NovemberS
at7:30 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium

Brian Van Hom
Mike Hall
James Whaley
Karl Dood
David Arterburn
~dalMack
'Ibomas Brockman
Jim Ray
Scott Emerson
Robert Glthey
Steven Smith
Rick Jobs
SoottPuDen
Brent Smith
Mark Whitt
Trent Bates
Sam Young
Dan Hicks
William Draper
Jay Scobee
Tim Carron
StacyOwdJy
Scott Sosna
ADMISSJQN
J880n BotkJms
Jason Groppel
i8.50 Students with MSU LD.
James Stallons
Ken Laurentius
$5.00Genend Public
Proooeds bene6ttbe
Brian Wilmurth
Roger Hutson
$2.00 for chDdren 10 aDd UDder
Arthritis Balearch Foundation
Michael Ellerbusch

